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Phone:
Race:

Unknown Sex:

)

Male

-

Witness: (9980 General Assistance)
SCHULTZ, MICHAEL

[S:5]

Phone:
Race:

White

Sex:

Male

Witness: (9980 General Assistance)
HANER, REX

Race:

White

Sex:
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[S:5]

Male

Witness: (9980 General Assistance)
HODGE, RACHAEL

[S:5]

Witness: (9980 General Assistance)
GORDON, TOM

[S:5]

Race:

Unknown Sex:

Male

-

Witness: (9980 General Assistance)
CYRUS, KEVIN

[S:5]

Phone:
Race:

Unknown Sex:

Male

Witness: (9980 General Assistance)
ROOTS, TYLER, TPR
Race: White
Sex:
Male
Witness: (9980 General Assistance)
SHARP, ANDREW, THOMAS

Race:

White

Sex:

[S:13]

DOB:
Phone:

Age:

Male

Witness: (9980 General Assistance)
KRAUS, RON
LANSING, MI
Sex:
Male
Witness: (9980 General Assistance)
PREVETTE, CHRIS
MSP CYBER UNIT
Sex:
Male
Witness: (9980 General Assistance)
SALLIE, DARIUS, DESHAWN
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Vehicles:
Notes:

18-014844

Vehicle towed / impounded by Liberty Co SD in Georgia on 01-11-19.
Vehicle towed by Horizon Transport to the BCSD at 2100 E. Empire on 02-01-19.

Property:
1) DVDs / Phone Records / Sprint / AT&T
Item Num: 18-014844-001 Class:
Recordings Audio/Visual
Loss Type: Seized
2) DVD / Facebook Search Warrant
Item Num: 18-014844-002 Class:
Recordings Audio/Visual
Loss Type: Seized
3) DVD / Snap Chat Search Warrant
Item Num: 18-014844-003 Class:
Recordings Audio/Visual
Loss Type: Seized
4) RB-2 Infotainment System (GPS)
Item Num: 18-014844-004 Class:
Other
Loss Type: Evidence
Make:
BOSCH
Model:
NG25HMI
Serial No:
Notes:
3-26-19 TOT MSP Cyber Unit
5-20-19 Put in M/V
5) GS-1 Apple cell phone
Item Num: 18-014844-005 Class:
Other
Loss Type: Evidence
Make:
APPLE
6) CP-3 Apple cell phone
Item Num: 18-014844-006 Class:
Other
Loss Type: Evidence
Make:
APPLE
7) CP-1 Apple cell phone
Item Num: 18-014844-007 Class:
Other
Loss Type: Evidence
Make:
APPLE
8) CP-2 Apple cell phone
Item Num: 18-014844-008 Class:
Other
Loss Type: Evidence
Make:
APPLE
9) Notes From Jail Cell 2C03
Item Num: 18-014844-009 Class:
Other
Loss Type: Seized
10) Book Titled "The Innocent Man"
Item Num: 18-014844-010 Class:
Other
Loss Type: Seized
11) ML-22 Rocky boots
Item Num: 18-014844-011 Class:
Clothes/Furs
Loss Type: Evidence
Make:
ROCKY
Notes:
Taken to MSP Crime Lab on 7-19-19
12) 14 Shoe / boot cast
Item Num: 18-014844-012 Class:
Other
Loss Type: Evidence
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Qty:

1

Qty:

1

-

[S:36]

[S:36]

[S:36]

[S:36]

Qty:

5

Qty:

1

-

Recovered: 07/02/19

[S:39]

[S:39]
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-

Property:
Notes:
Taken to MSP Crime Lab on 7-19-19.
13) GS-100 Photos from crime scene
Item Num: 18-014844-013 Class:
Other
Loss Type: Evidence
Notes:
Taken to MSP Crime Lab on 7-19-19.
14) GS-2 CD / DVD of video visit #89046
Item Num: 18-014844-014 Class:
Recordings Audio/Visual
Loss Type: Evidence
ORIGINAL

[S:39]

Reporting Officer: ZIZKOVSKY, DAVID, P

SYNOPSIS
R/O was dispatched to a priority call at 2086 Colfax in St. Joseph Township for a shooting in which a male was
lying up against a vehicle with multiple gunshots. R/O arrived on scene just as Medic 1 was transporting the
victim away. R/O assisted in securing the scene, doing a K-9 track, assisting St. Joseph Township PD evidence
techs in investigating the scene, assisting detectives with the search of the house, assisting in a search of the
vehicle, taking photos of the victim’s vehicle and clothing, fingerprinting the vehicle and looking at blood spatter
on the victim’s clothing.
REASON FOR BEING CALLED TO THE SCENE
R/O was called to the scene for a priority call where a victim had been shot.
DATE AND TIME
This incident occurred on 12-31-18 at 2305 hours.
INCIDENT LOCATION
This incident occurred at 2086 Colfax, St. Joseph Township, Berrien County, MI.
WEATHER CONDITIONS
The temperature was 34 degrees with light drizzle. Everything outside had a layer of water on it.
OTHER AGENCY INFORMATION
St. Joseph Township PD’s complaint number is 18-1130. Officers Sarratore and Lanier were the evidence techs
working the scene.
SEARCH WARRANT / CONSENT
The father and owner of the house consented to allowing officers to tech the scene. A search warrant was also
written for the residence and the vehicles.
K-9 TRACK
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After the victim had been removed by Medic 1 and taken to Lakeland Hospital in St. Joseph, Deputy Dyer started
a K-9 track, which started from the victim’s vehicle and went behind two sheds. Deputy Dyer was able to locate a
footwear impression behind or near the second shed. K-9 then tracked across Delaware onto Gerald. For more
information, see Deputy Dyer’s supplement.
VICTIM INFORMATION
TYRONE HASSEL III, a 23 year old male.
ASSIST ST. JOSEPH TOWNSHIP PD EVIDENCE TECHS
Officers Sarratore and Lanier began teching in the scene. R/O assisted Officer Sarratore in photographing
evidence, locating shell casings, bullets and marking those items, locating a bullet hole in the gate going through
to the backyard, and assisted with the impression evidence of the footwear that was photographed and casted.
FARO 3D SCANNER
See Deputy Eberly’s supplement.
METAL DETECTOR
See Deputy Eberly’s supplement.
FOOTWEAR IMPRESSION EVIDENCE
See Deputy Eberly’s supplement.
TRANSFER OF EVIDENCE
Officer Lanier transferred the victim’s clothing and the victim’s wife’s clothing over to R/O. R/O then placed the
blood soaked clothing in the evidence drying cabinet at BCSD at 2100 E. Empire so it could dry before it was
packaged as evidence. R/O placed the clothing in the drying cabinet on 01-01-19 at approximately 0500 hours.
Officer Lanier came to BCSD at 2100 E. Empire and retrieved the clothing on 01-01-19 at approximately 2300
hours.
VEHICLE TOW
The victim’s vehicle was towed from 2086 Colfax to BCSD at 2100 E. Empire by Metz Towing. R/O assisted
Metz Towing in loading the vehicle on their flatbed wrecker and also removing it from their flatbed wrecker.
LATENT FINGERPRINTS
R/O and Officer Lanier, on 01-01-19 at approximately 2330 hours, looked over the victim’s vehicle. The vehicle
was soaking wet when it was placed into storage at BCSD at 2100 E. Empire. The vehicle had time to dry out. The
vehicle was extremely dirty and anywhere that someone touched the paint there was a swipe mark. If it appeared
someone had touched the vehicle, it was checked for latent prints. There were no latent prints observed. There was
a lot of dirt that had been rubbed off where it appeared that someone had brushed against the vehicle. This was
clearly seen on the driver’s side, which was the same side where the victim had been shot on. There was only a
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narrow path between the vehicle and the grass where the victim was shot at. It was extremely tight in that area for
medical personnel to remove the victim.
PHOTOGRAPHS
R/O took photographs of the victim’s vehicle when it was inside BCSD at 2100 E. Empire. R/O also took
photographs of the victim’s clothing after it had dried. R/O also took photographs of the victim’s wife’s clothing
after it had dried. A total of 67 photos were taken. These photos were downloaded into Veripic. A copy of the
photos were placed on a CD and given to Officer Lanier. Photos were also taken of the inside of the victim’s
vehicle. A black backpack was located on the passenger side floorboard and in it were items for cutting someone’s
hair, such as clippers, oil, brushes, etc.
BLOOD STAIN PATTERN ANALYSIS
In looking at the victim’s blue jeans, R/O could see directional blood from the upper thigh area to approximately
the knee area. This directional blood was coming from higher up, i.e. the chest or head area, and the blood was
traveling down toward the legs / feet in angle where the blood was hitting on the front of the leg and traveling
toward the back of the leg.
BULLET HOLES AND CLOTHING
There appears to be two bullet holes in the victim’s blue jean jacket that he was wearing. The first one would be
on the victim’s right side above the right pocket approximately three inches. The second one appears to be on the
victim’s left side next to the pocket, which would be very close to the victim’s heart.
VEHICLE INFORMATION
The vehicle is a 2017 Dodge Ram 1500 pickup truck, black in color, bearing Georgia registration “In God We
Trust”
, VIN of
.
STATUS
Open, pending further investigation.
SUPPLEMENT 1 / SOULARD (Supplement 2)

Reporting Officer: SOULARD, SEAN

01/02/19

This is a supplemental report submitted by D/Sgt. Sean Soulard, ID 477.

SYNOPSIS
R/O was called in to assist SJTPD in interviews for a homicide that occurred at 2086 Colfax Ave., in Benton
Harbor. R/O was asked to arrive at the hospital to conduct the interviews.
INTERVIEW TYRONE HASSEL, JR.
R/O spoke with TYRONE HASSEL, JR. in a vacant hospital room in the emergency room section of the hospital.
R/O was there with other members of the family, one being the wife, KEMIA HASSEL, of the deceased
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TYRONE HASSEL, III, and the stepmother, ASHANTI HASSEL.
R/O spoke directly with TYRONE HASSEL, JR. and asked him specifically what had been happening prior to the
shooting at 2086 Colfax Ave. HASSEL stated they were at a party on Lincoln in Benton Harbor, he thought the
address was 378 Lincoln, where the family had gathered together and were all cooking. HASSEL told R/O they
had been cooking since about 8:00 PM and that his son, TYRONE HASSEL, III, put together a plate for his wife,
who was at 2086 Colfax Ave. and said that he would be back shortly. HASSEL, JR. stated that his son left and
shortly after that, he was contacted in reference to the shooting.
R/O asked who all was at the house cooking for the family. He stated Steve Clark, Takiera Clark, Demonte Clark,
and Nikkita Thompson were all at the house. HASSEL, JR. stated that Nikkita Thompson is the person that lives
on Lincoln and that she is dating Demonte Clark, who are all cousins to HASSEL.
R/O asked HASSEL, JR. when he son got into town. That was when KEMIA stated that they got into town on
12-19-18 and had planned on returning to Ft. Stewart GA, where they are both in the Army, on 1-2-19. She stated
that their official return date would not be until 1-7-19 when they would have to return to work.
R/O then spoke to HASSEL, JR. again and asked him what his son had been doing since he had been home.
HASSEL, JR. stated that he has been busy with family since he only returns home approximately 1 time per year
and that in his off time he was either leaving to get food or leaving to cut hair with a friend only known as Fredo.
HASSEL, JR. was able to pull the Facebook picture of Fredo and discovered that his last name was Kyles.
HASSEL, JR. described him as being approximately 23 to 24 years old and it was a friend of HASSEL, III, from
when he was in town prior to the military.
R/O asked HASSEL, JR. about his son and about specifics of what he has done in the past. R/O was inquiring
whether or not HASSEL, III had any enemies in the area. He stated that his son was an honor student and went to
Grand Valley on a scholarship and then left school at Grand Valley to join the Army on 1-25-15. R/O asked if
anybody knew that he was coming into town. He stated that they had put it on Facebook that he was coming into
town and he does not know how many people would have seen that. HASSEL, JR. stated that he was there mainly
to visit with family and not a lot of his old friends.
R/O asked HASSEL, JR if, when his son left to take the plate of food to his wife, they saw any cars in the area that
followed him back to that residence. He stated that they did not. HASSEL, JR. stated that his son told everyone in
the residence that he was going to go to Colfax and take a plate of food to his wife and he would return shortly
after. HASSEL, JR. specifically remembers telling his son I want you back before midnight because that is when
everybody in the City of Benton Harbor will be shooting off guns and he did not want him to get hurt on accident.
R/O asked HASSEL, JR. if he knew of his son having any large sums of cash with him. He stated that prior to him
leaving to take that plate of food he did, in fact, owe his son $15.00 and all he had was a $20.00 bill. HASSEL, JR.
stated he asked his son if he had a $5.00 bill and handed him the $20.00 and he pulled out some money from his
pocket, gave his dad $5.00 in return for the $20.00 bill, which made them even. R/O asked HASSEL, JR. how
much money his son approximately had. He stated that he probably had no more than $100.00, or around there.
R/O asked where HASSEL, III’s friend, Fredo, stays and he stated that he stays in Hayward Wells but does not
specifically know where. R/O requested to take a picture of Fredo’s Facebook picture, which he allowed R/O to
do. R/O did take a photo of that, noticing that Fredo’s Facebook user name is Fredo Biggfre Kyles. R/O asked
HASSEL, JR. if he had any contact information for Fredo and he stated that he has been contact him on Facebook
and there was no answers back.
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R/O again asked if there was anybody that might have a problem with his son. He stated that he knows of nobody
having a problem with him and that he was well liked among the family and that is his only child that has ever
turned out good. HASSEL, JR. stated that his son, HASSELL, III, was an excellent student in school and that he
joined the Army to serve his country and that he was very proud of his son. HASSEL, JR. did state that he has
other children that look very similar to HASSEL, III, however they’ve all got really long dreadlocks and it would
be hard to mistake HASSEL, III for any of his other children.
R/O then terminated the interview with HASSEL, JR.
VICTIM'S VEHICLE
The victim's vehicle is a 2018 Dodge Ram truck, VIN 1
registered to TYRONE HASSEL, III,

, license plate number
.

,

STATUS
The case is open. This interview is closed.
SUPPLEMENT 2 / PEEK (Supplement 3)

Reporting Officer: PEEK, CORY

01/02/19

This is a supplemental report submitted by D/Sgt. Cory Peek, ID 625.

CONTACT WITH D/LT. GREG SANDERS
R/O was contacted by Lt. Greg Sanders at approximately 0840 hours on 1-1-19 in regards to a meeting that we
were going to have in regards to this complaint. Lt. Sanders advised that we were to meet at the St. Joseph
Township Fire Department on Colfax at Napier where were would be having a meeting at approximately 0900
hours.
R/O then went to that location and took part in the meeting. R/O was given the information and background on
this complaint, including the victim’s name, etc. During this briefing, Lt. Sanders did state that the cell phone of
the victim was located at 2100 E. Empire in his vehicle, which had been seized and towed to that location. R/O
was instructed to obtain the cell phone and then forensically examine it for any information in regards to this
complaint.
CELL PHONE
R/O did pick up the cell phone at 2100 E. Empire at approximately 0940 hours on 1-1-19. The cell phone was
located inside a black pickup truck that was inside 2100 E. Empire. The phone was plugged into a phone charger
and it was sitting directly in the middle on the armrest of the vehicle. R/O did take possession of it at this time and
took it back to 919 Port St. where R/O will now examine it further.
CONTACT WITH PROSECUTOR MIKE SEPIC
R/O was in contact with Prosecutor Mike Sepic at the briefing previously. Prosecutor Sepic did advise that the
search warrants were valid for the vehicle and the home but a search warrant would not be needed for the cell
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This is a supplemental report submitted by D/Sgt. Easton, ID 249.

PHOTOS
R/O took daytime photographs at the scene and surrounding area.
R/O downloaded the photos into VeriPic.
STATUS
This portion is closed.
SUPPLEMENT 4 / BIGGART (Supplement 5)

Reporting Officer: BIGGART, RICK

01/01/19

The following is a supplemental report submitted by D/Lt. Biggart on 01-01-2019.

SYNOPSIS
On Monday, 12-31-18, at approximately 2340 hours, R/O was contacted by D/Lt. Greg Sanders asking for
detectives to assist the St. Joseph Township PD with a homicide that just occurred at 2086 Colfax. Lt. Sanders
advised R/O to head to Spectrum ER in St. Joseph to attempt to identify any witnesses and obtain any other
valuable information in reference to this on-going homicide investigation.
VENUE
The homicide occurred at 2086 Colfax in St. Joseph Township, Berrien County, Michigan.
DATE AND TIME
The incident was reported at 2305 hours on 12-31-18.
WEAPON USED
It appears that a .9mm semi-automatic handgun was used.
CONTACT WITH SPECTRUM E.R. IN ST. JOSEPH
On Tuesday, 01-01-19, at approximately 0022 hours, R/O arrived at Spectrum ER and was met by St. Joseph DPS
Ofc. Kevin Cyrus, who advised that he had the victim’s clothing that was taken off by the ER medical staff at
Spectrum ER. At that time, he handed R/O the victim’s clothing.
R/O then made contact with the ER staff. At that time, the Charge Nurse advised that the ER Dr. Nolan had
pronounced TYRONE HASSEL, III, B/M, DOB
, deceased on 12-31-18 at 2325 hours. R/O was
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advised that the victim arrived at Spectrum ER by Medic 1 personnel at 2322 hours.
The Charge Nurse advised R/O that the victim, TYRONE HASSEL, III was shot multiple times in the head,
shoulder and neck area. R/O was advised that most of the family of the deceased were, in fact, at Spectrum ER.
MEDIC 1
While at the Spectrum ER, R/O spoke to Medic Supervisor Mike Schultz, who advised that he, in fact, was one of
the four paramedics that were sent to the scene at 2086 Colfax and transported the victim, TYRONE HASSEL, III
to Spectrum ER. Mike Schultz advised the other three Medic 1 personnel were REX HANER, RACHEL HODGE,
and TOM GORDON.
INTERVIEW WITH ASHANTI HASSEL
On Tuesday, 01-01-19, at approximately 0035 hours, R/O interviewed ASHANTI HASSEL at Spectrum ER.
ASHANTI HASSEL advised that she was currently working at Spectrum Hospital at the time of the incident. She
stated that she is the stepmother to the deceased, TYRONE HASSEL, III.
ASHANTI HASSEL advised that TYRONE HASSEL, III and his wife KEMIA HASSEL are both in the U.S.
Military – Army Branch stationed at Ft. Stewart in Georgia. They came home for the holidays and were staying
with ASHANTI HASSEL at her residence at 2086 Colfax Ave. in St. Joseph Township.
ASHANTI HASSEL advised that she had no idea what happened at her residence at 2086 Colfax, as she was
working at Spectrum ER at the time. She stated that her husband, TYRONE HASSEL, JR. and the deceased
TYRONE HASSEL, III were attending a family New Year’s Eve party in the 300 block of Lincoln Ave., earlier in
the evening. She heard that TYRONE HASSEL, III had left the party and came back to 2086 Colfax Ave. to bring
food for his wife KEMIA HASSEL and their 1-year-old child TYRONE HASSEL, IV.
ASHANTI HASSEL advised that she understood that the victim TYRONE HASSEL, III only stayed a short time
at 2086 Colfax Ave. dropping off food for his wife KEMIA. He then went outside and was standing next to his
truck in the driveway when an unknown suspect fired numerous rounds from a handgun to the head, neck and
shoulder area. KEMIA came running out of the house finding her husband unconscious / deceased laying in the
driveway at 2086 Colfax Ave.
R/O questioned ASHANTI HASSEL if she had any information to help this investigation. At that time, she stated
that she did not. She advised that the victim, TYRONE HASSEL, III had been in the military for four years. He
just finished a 9 month deployment to Korea. He was in town visiting family during Christmas vacation.
According to ASHANTI HASSEL, she had no information on who may have done this.
R/O questioned ASHANTI HASSEL if TYRONE HASSEL, III had any enemies or had any recent disputes with
anybody. At that time, she stated not at all. She advised he doesn’t come to Benton Harbor very frequently and
does not know a lot of people, as he lives near Ft. Stewart in Georgia where his Army base is located.
INTERVIEW WITH KEMIA NEKENAH HASSEL
On Tuesday, 01-01-19, at approximately 0100 hours, R/O spoke with KEMIA HASSEL at the Spectrum ER. R/O
asked KEMIA HASSEL how long she had been married to TYRONE HASSEL, III. At that time, she stated that
they have been married for approximately three years. They have a one-year old named TYRONE HASSEL, IV.
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They are both in the U.S. Military stationed at Ft. Stewart in Georgia. She advised that TYRONE HASSEL, III
and her and recently come back to the United States from Korea where they were deployed for approximately 9
months. She stated that they then came back to the United States and came home to TYRONE HASSEL III’s
family at 2086 Colfax on 12-19-18. They were staying there for the Christmas holidays.
KEMIA HASSEL advised that as far as she knew, TYRONE HASSEL, III has no enemies. She had no idea who
shot her husband. KEMIA HASSEL advised R/O that since she has been married to TYRONE HASSEL, III they
have had no marital issues; at all. She stated that they were a very happy family. Both were in the U.S. Army and
stationed at Ft. Stewart in Georgia.
R/O questioned KEMIA HASSEL if she could recall the events just prior to the shooting at the residence of 2086
Colfax in St. Joseph Township. At that time, she advised that she was home alone at the residence with her oneyear old child TYRONE HASSEL, IV for most of the day. TYRONE HASSEL, III was out cutting hair all day at
a friend’s house who she knew only by the name of “FREDO”. KEMIA advised R/O that TYRONE HASSEL, III
was always cutting hair for friends as a side job to make money. He had been cutting hair all day long at
“FREDO’S” house.
KEMIA advised that TYRONE HASSEL, III came and went most of the day on 12-31-18. She advised that
TYRONE HASSEL, III was with his father TYRONE HASSEL, JR. at a house party in the 300 block of Lincoln
during the evening.
KEMIA advised that TYRONE HASSEL, III came home from the New Year’s Eve party in the 300 block of
Lincoln and brought her plates of food. R/O questioned KEMIA if TYRONE HASSEL, III was alone at that time.
At that time she stated that yes; he pulled up in his black Dodge pickup. He was alone and came into the residence
for only a short time, she described as approximately 2 to 3 minutes. He stated that he was then going back to the
New Year’s Eve party in the 300 block of Lincoln where the rest of his family members were located.
KEMIA advised that once TYRONE HASSEL, III stepped outside she heard “a lot of gunfire” coming from
outside the front door. At that time, KEMIA advised that she immediately picked up TYRONE HASSEL, IV and
ran into the bedroom until the gunshots stopped. She stated that she then went out the front door and found her
husband, TYRONE HASSEL, III lying near his truck (she stated near the front driver’s side tire) bleeding
profusely and unconscious. She advised that she hugged him and tried to wake him up, with no response. KEMIA
advised that she then ran back into the house, grabbed her cell phone and dialed 911 until emergency responders
arrived.
R/O questioned KEMIA if she heard anything outside prior to the shooting, for example arguments or anybody
yelling or screaming. At that time, she stated that she did not hear anything. As soon as TYRONE HASSEL, III
stepped outside to get back into his truck she heard “a lot of gunshots”.
R/O questioned KEMIA HASSEL if she had any idea who may have shot her husband. At that time, she stated
that she had no idea. He was a family man and had no enemies. She stated they had a good marriage and life, with
both being in the U.S. Military – Army Branch.
KEMIA HASSEL advised R/O that she believed her husband’s phone was inside his truck. She described it as an iPhone. She advised that the password to the phone was 0-8-2-3. R/O questioned KEMIA if there was anything else
in the truck. At that time, she advised that TYRONE HASSEL, III usually carries his .9mm handgun in a case in
his vehicle while traveling. She believed he had his .9mm handgun in a case inside his vehicle.
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R/O questioned KEMIA if she knew if TYRONE HASSEL, III had any large sums of money or anything of value
on his person at the time. She then stated that he should have cash on him due to the fact that he does side jobs as a
barber and cuts hair for friends and relatives.
R/O, again, asked KEMIA if she had any idea who may have shot her husband. At that time, she advised she had
no idea. She stated that they were only in town since 12-19-18 visiting his family and friends. She advised that
there were no current problems she was aware of involving her husband with anybody.
It should be noted that after the interview with KEMIA HASSEL, R/O noticed large amounts of blood on her gray
sweatpants and hoodie. She advised that the blood was from her husband laying on the ground, as she was trying
to comfort him before emergency responders arrived. R/O advised KEMIA that R/O needed to take her clothing as
part of evidence in reference to this investigation. She was fully cooperative. Spectrum nurses provided KEMIA
with hospital scrubs to wear. R/O took custody of her blood-soaked clothing on 01-01-19 at approximately 0130
hours.
EVIDENCE SEIZED
Seized were bags of the victim’s clothing turned over to R/O by St. Joseph DPS Ofc. Kevin Cyrus and KEMIA
HASSEL’S clothing taken from Spectrum ER. It should be noted that R/O turned over the victim’s clothing and
KEMIA’S clothing to St. Joseph Township Ofc. Jaramee Peppers on 01-01-19 at approximately 0145 hours.
STATUS
This case is open.
SUPPLEMENT 5 / BIGGART (Supplement 6)

Reporting Officer: BIGGART, RICK

01/01/19

The following is a supplemental report submitted by D/Lt. Biggart on 01-01-19 at 1000 hours.

RE-INTERVIEW WITH KEMIA HASSEL
On Tuesday, 01-01-19, at approximately 1000 hours, R/O met with KEMIA HASSEL at the St. Joseph Township
Fire Station located at Colfax and Napier for another interview. R/O talked to KEMIA HASSEL and advised that
officers were unable to locate TYRONE HASSEL, III’s .9mm firearm. At that time, she stated that she specifically
packed it in Georgia and she knew for a fact that TYRONE HASSEL, III had his .9mm semi-automatic handgun
up here in Michigan. She stated that he does open carry and does carry it with him quite often. She advised that on
yesterday’s date, 12-31-18, at approximately 2000 hours, TYRONE went to the Walmart in Benton Harbor and
purchased cheaper .9mm ammo, as he was going to take the firearm to the house party on Lincoln and at midnight
fire off his .9mm into the air. She advised that once he purchased the cheaper .9mm rounds, he came back to the
house at 2086 Colfax, unloaded his Federal firearm ammunition and then reloaded with the cheaper Walmart
brand. He then left for the party on Lincoln Ave., maybe around 2100 hours.
It should be noted that while interviewing KEMIA, she was there with TYRONE HASSEL, II. At that time, he
advised that he has TYRONE HASSEL III’S handgun in his vehicle. He stated that his son had left the firearm at
the house party on Lincoln. He then turned the firearm over to St. Joseph Township PD.
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R/O questioned KEMIA if throughout their relationship had TYRONE HASSEL, III ever cheated on her in the
past. At that time, she stated that, in fact, TYRONE HASSEL, III had cheated on her a couple times. Most notably,
when they were doing overseas in North Carolina during active duty he cheated with another female in Korea.
R/O questioned KEMIA how many times she had been to the Benton Harbor area. She advised that this was her
third time to Benton Harbor. She has no family in the Benton Harbor area. She advised that for the last two
Thanksgivings and this Christmas she came up to be with her deceased husband’s family. She advised that at that
time there was no other information available. She would stay in the Benton Harbor area with TYRONE
HASSEL’S family. KEMIA advised she had contacted her mother and she may be coming up to Michigan to be
here to support her.
STATUS
This case remains open at this time.
SUPPLEMENT 6 / SOULARD (Supplement 7)

Reporting Officer: SOULARD, SEAN

01/04/19

This is a supplemental report submitted by D/Sgt. Sean Soulard, ID 477.

SYNOPSIS
R/O was given a lead to follow up for the investigation of the open murder of TYRONE HASSEL, III. R/O was
asked to follow up with THAI MARTIN who family members of HASSEL, III stated that she had posted
something on Facebook which indicated she may have something for detectives to follow up on reference the
homicide. R/O and Lt. Biggart went to
. to speak with THAI and her boyfriend, MICHAEL
REETER.
INTERVIEW THAI MARTIN
R/O and Lt. Biggart knocked on the door of the residence of
. and the door was answered by
THAI. Detectives requested to come in and speak with THAI reference HASSEL, III’s homicide and she invited
officers in. R/O and Lt. Biggart, along with THAI MARTIN and MICHAEL REETER, were in the kitchen area of
that residence.
R/O asked THAI if she knew anything about the homicide. She stated that she was TYRONE HASSEL’s cousin.
R/O asked THAI if she had posted something on Facebook reference the homicide. She stated that she posted in
reference to wanting justice for her family for the homicide of TYRONE HASSEL. THAI stated that her user
name for Facebook is Coimartin. R/O asked her if she had posted anything other than that, stating that she thought
that TYRONE got what he had coming. She stated no. She immediately said that TYRONE HASSEL, III was the
nicest person she knew and that he was going places through his actions of being a good student and now in the
military. R/O asked THAI if she had taken down her Facebook account. She stated that she did because she was
tired of seeing everybody putting on there sorry for your loss and it was getting to her.
Detectives asked THAI if she had any information about the homicide. She stated that she does not. She stated that
she was going to speak with APA Mark Sanford just to see if he can keep her updated about the investigation.
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Detectives asked THAI if she had any information about rumors being passed around. She stated that she did not.
She stated that TYRONE never bothered anyone and only came into town on a few occasions and that he would
probably not have made any enemies during his visits here. THAI stated that she was under the impression that
TYRONE HASSEL, III was here to visit family through the New Year and that he was then going to head back to
Denver, CO where he lived. THAI described the fact that HASSEL was married and that his wife had just recently
had a baby that was approximately 9 months old to her knowledge. Detectives told THAI that he was stationed in
Georgia and she stated that she knew that, however he used to live in Denver and was going to go visit friends and
family there. THAI stated that his wife was from New York and that they were going to visit family there too.
THAI stated that she knew HASSEL, JR., who is HASSEL, III’s father, and she thought he lived on Agard in
Benton Harbor. Detectives advised her that he actually lives on Colfax, where the homicide occurred. Detectives
asked if she was related to any of the Clark’s that live on Lincoln and she stated that she doesn’t know who that
would be.
THAI stated that HASSEL, III was a very humble person and would not have any problems with anybody.
THAI stated that the fact that TYRONE traveled here with his wife and child would mean that he probably carried
a lot of money with him and she would not put it past BENNY NEWMAN, who is a stepbrother to HASSEL, III.
Detectives asked THAI why she thought that BENNY NEWMAN would have something to do with it. She stated
that he had nothing to lose and that he is a thief already. THAI stated that BENNY and / or his friends could have
seen HASSEL as an easy target and that if he was carrying a large amount of cash, they would just go get it.
Detectives asked THAI why she thinks BENNY NEWMAN would go from just stealing cars and property to
homicide. She said it could be a jealousy thing and that, again, he would have nothing to lose, since his life has
nothing good in it.
Detectives explained to THAI that TYRONE HASSEL, JR, the father of HASSEL, III, is not real happy and that
he has made the statement that he will find out who it is and take justice upon himself. THAI stated that is a very
good possibility and that if she knows HASSEL, JR. very well, it’s only going to be a few days before he finds
out. THAI stated that she will reactive her Facebook and see if she can contact TYRIEK, who is HASSEL, JR’s
other son, and see if he can get any information for her to pass along to detectives. THAI then picked up her phone
and called TYRIEK and asked him to speak to BENNY NEWMAN and see what he could find out.
R/O and Lt. Biggart then terminated the interview with THAI MARTIN and left. Prior to leaving, R/O gave THAI
a business card with R/O’s contact information, along with Lt. Biggart’s phone number written on the back so they
could contact the BCSD with any information that they may obtain.
STATUS
Open.
SUPPLEMENT 7 / BIGGART (Supplement 8)

Reporting Officer: BIGGART, RICK

01/05/19

This is a supplemental report submitted by Lt. Rick Biggart, ID 244.

RETURN OF PROPERTY
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This supplement is closed.
SUPPLEMENT 9 / BIGGART (Supplement 10)

Reporting Officer: BIGGART, RICK

01/09/19

The following is a supplemental report submitted by D/Lt. Biggart on 01-09-19 at 1150 hours.

INTERVIEW WITH IEISHIA BLACKWELL
While interviewing IEISHIA BLACKWELL, R/O asked if she had any possible information in reference to her
nephew, TYRONE HASSEL, III, and the homicide that occurred on Colfax. IEISHIA advised that she and other
family members have been hearing that the subjects that are involved in the homicide were “SAVAGE” and
“TALL FOLK” (real name DELONTE CARTER). According to IEISHIA, she has been hearing that there was a
disturbance at the skating rink in Stevensville on Sunday, 12-30-18 where “SAVAGE” and TYRONE HASSEL III
got in some type of disturbance or disagreement and this is what the shooting was all about. IEISHIA advised that
the shooting on Colfax and the shooting on Apple were all connected by the same subjects “SAVAGE” and
“TALL FOLK” (DELONTE CARTER).
IEISHIA BLACKWELL advised that what she has heard from family members and others was that “SAVAGE”
was in a dark colored / bluish Ford Fusion, which was possibly the vehicle parked near Colfax waiting for
TYRONE HASSEL III to come home on New Year’s Eve when the homicide occurred. R/O questioned IEISHIA
BLACKWELL if she knew the real name of the subject called “SAVAGE”. At that time, she advised R/O she
doesn’t know his real name. She stated that he is originally from Chicago; but, living a block away from her
residence on Summit in a red / bluish house near Summit and Jefferson.
R/O asked IEISHIA BLACKWELL if she had any people willing to come forward and talk to investigators in
reference to the disturbance and the roller rink prior to the homicide and the shooting on Apple. At that time, she
stated that she did not have any names at that moment. She advised this was just word of mouth and at that time
had no names for detectives to interview.
R/O did give IEISHIA BLACKWELL a business card with R/O’s cell phone number to contact R/O immediately
if she heard any information in reference to the HASSEL homicide or the shooting on Apple; or any other criminal
activity involving her son or nephews, BENNIE and TYSHON NEWMAN. She advised that she would cooperate
with R/O and any information she gets, she will contact R/O, immediately.
STATUS
This case remains open.
SUPPLEMENT 10 / CHARTRAND (Supplement
11)

Reporting Officer: CHARTRAND, THAD

01/11/19

This is a supplemental report submitted by Deputy Chartrand.
ARRIVAL ON SCENE
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R/O responded to a call of a shotting at the above listed address. Upon arrival, R/O parked R/O's squad car on W
Delaware, 1 house west of Colfax, to stop any vehicle traffic from entering in to the scene. R/O then approached
the call location on the west side of the corner house on Delaware/Colfax to ensure there was no suspect hiding in
the darkness. As R/O approached the driveway near the garage of 2086 Colfax, R/O observed Officer Lanier and
Officer Peppers trying to help get the victim to lie on the ground and Medic 1 backing up in the driveway. R/O
noticed Officer Lanier trying to get who was later identified as the victim's wife, to back up and to let responders
help her husband. She was not letting the victim go and was standing in the way. R/O then grabbed onto her and
pulled her back talking to her asking her to let the Medics do their job. Once the victim was loaded in the
ambulance, R/O then release her to go to the front seat of the ambulance to go to the hospital with them.
CANVAS AREA
After the ambulance left, R/O contacted evidence techs at the request of Officer Lanier to respond to assist Officer
Sarratore of SJTPD in processing the scene and collecting evidence. As R/O was waiting the arrival of tech, R/O
began a canvas of the scene, locating several shell casings and a bullet. R/O also located a hole in the wooden
fence. R/O marked all of these items with paper placards R/O had. Once Deputy Eberly and Officer Sarratore
arrived, R/O explained to them what R/O had located and showed them where all the items were. R/O then cleared
the scene with no further involvement.
STATUS
Closed.
SUPPLEMENT 11 / DYER (Supplement 12)

Reporting Officer: DYER, THOMAS

01/11/19

This is a supplemental report submitted by Deputy Dyer.
On 12-31-2018, R/O was responding to a shooting on Colfax. After the scene was secure, R/O attempted a K9
track, locating a track just to the NW of the home where the incident occurred. K9 Maxx located a track behind a
shed just north of the back yard of 2086 Colfax. K9 Maxx then began heading northwest crossing Delaware Ave to
the corner of Gerald St and then heading north on Gerald where the track was lost just south of Hunter Ave. R/O
cleared the track where R/O went back to where the track was originally located and observed a fresh boot print in
the dirt behind the shed. Evidence techs were notified and R/O cleared with nothing further.
SUPPLEMENT 12 / BIGGART (Supplement 13)

Reporting Officer: BIGGART, RICK

01/11/19

The following is a supplemental report submitted by D/Lt. Biggart on 01-11-2019 at 1900 hours.

CONTACT WITH MSP – TPR. TYLER ROOTS
On Friday, 01-11-19, at approximately 1900 hours, R/O contacted Tpr. Tyler Roots of MSP and asked if he could
run a suspect’s vehicle with Georgia plates through MDOT’S license place reader located near I-94 and M-139.
The suspect’s plate was Georgia registration
. Tpr. Tyler Roots contacted R/O and advised that he had
the following information.
Tpr. Roots advised that the suspect’s vehicle with Georgia registration
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KEMIA stated that they came to Michigan on Dec. 19, 2018 and were on leave from the military. They came up to
spend time with TYRONE’S family. KEMIA advised that while they were here they were staying at TYRONE’S
parents.
KEMIA mentioned something about Ofc. Peppers telling her that TYRONE went to a party on Sunday. She stated
that she was not aware that he went to a party. She stated that on Sunday, 12-30-18, he did go to the skating rink;
but, thought that he came home around 12:00. When PEPPERS told her that he went to a party she thought that
maybe it would have been more around 2:00 that he got home. KEMIA stated that she was up when he got home
and she was watching the TV show “Living Single”.
KEMIA was asked if TYRONE had been drinking. She stated that she didn’t think that he had been drinking. She
was asked how she felt about TYRONE going out and leaving her at home. She stated that she did not mind him
going out. She did not have any issue with that. She stated that she wasn’t a person that really goes out much.
KEMIA was asked what she and TYRONE did on New Year’s Eve during the day. She stated that TYRONE went
over to “Frido’s” house to cut hair. She stated that she got her hair braided. She stated that around 12:00 she went
to pick up the girl to braid her hair. She was done with that about 12:00 and just stayed at the house with her child.
KEMIA stated that TYRONE came home between 6:00 and 8:00 PM. Then he went to Walmart to get some
ammo. She stated that he came home and took the good ammo out of his gun. She stated she didn’t know if he
loaded the magazines with the cheap ammo, or not. She stated that he then went over to DEMONTE’S house, who
lives on Lincoln St., where his family was having a party.
KEMIA was asked about TYRONE drinking that night. She stated that he was drinking a little bit. He had a
couple of shots with his dad. They were playing “see a shot – take a shot”.
KEMIA was asked about how she felt about staying home. She stated that she stayed home because of the baby.
She wasn’t sure how the baby was going to act, being that she was gone so long last year and she chose to stay
home with the baby. She stated that she kind of wanted to go; but, was okay with staying at home. She knows that
TYRONE’S family has a big party on New Year’s Eve and she did not mind that he went there.
KEMIA stated that he did bring her home some food. She was asked if she knew he was bringing her home some
food. She stated that she did. She stated that he brought the food home. He then went to leave and that’s when she
heard the shots fired and went outside and found him on the ground. She stated that it was her and her baby as the
only ones at the house at the time.
KEMIA was asked about if TYRONE was fooling around or had a girlfriend. She stated that he has not fooled
around on her since they had been married. She stated that he did once, while they were dating. She explained that
she was upset by it; but, she said that they had “kind of” gotten into a fight. She made a comment to him that he
could’ve taken to mean that the relationship was over; but, she said she was able to get over that. He had not
fooled around on her since they had been married.
KEMIA was asked if she was fooling around on him. She advised that she was not. She did mention something
about one of her ex’s “Instagramming” her and was following her on Instagram; but, she blocked him. She stated
that TYRONE got a little upset about that, until he found out that she blocked this ex-boyfriend.
KEMIA stated that she and TYRONE had been together since 2015. They have been married for two years. She
was asked if there was any physical violence and what happens when they get upset with each other. She stated
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that they get upset and yell; but, there was no physical violence between them.
KEMIA was asked if TYRONE had mentioned any problems he was having with someone or if someone was
having a problem with him and if there were any issues going on. She stated that she did not believe he had any
issues with anyone. He did not tell her about anything going on. She stated that if something was going on he
would tell her.
KEMIA was asked about the gun. She stated that he usually carries a gun on his hip and usually in a holster. She
stated that he lost the holster before they came to Michigan. She stated he still puts the gun in the waistband of his
pants. She stated that since they have been to Michigan he’s usually kept the gun in his vehicle in the center
console most of the time.
KEMIA was asked if she had guns. She stated that she does not. She stated she has never fired a handgun; but, has
fired her duty rifle.
KEMIA asked if she knew of any issues with BENNY. She stated that she did not. She advised TY did mention
something about him getting into trouble.
KEMIA was asked if he had any problems in Georgia with anyone, or any issues down there, or issues with
anyone in his unit. She stated that he did not that she was aware of.
KEMIA was asked about life insurance. She stated that he has military life insurance through SGLI. She was told
it was $400,000.00. She also stated that they mentioned something about getting a death gratuity and then Social
Security. She wasn’t sure and advised that’s just what she was being told. She advised that she had to wait until
she got back down to Georgia to file the paperwork. KEMIA then mentioned that she would much rather have him
than the money.
KEMIA was asked if there was additional life insurance. She stated that there was not. She was asked about
finances and bills. She stated that they bought a house in Georgia. They both have new vehicles that they recently
purchased. She stated that they have their phone and electric bills. She stated that they had one credit card. She
advised they were trying to keep their credit score high.
KEMIA was asked if TYRONE wore any jewelry or wore a watch. She stated that he did. He usually always wore
his jewelry and watch, his ring and a chain. She stated that night he did not have it on and all his jewelry was still
inside the house.
KEMIA was asked about her family and if she had any brothers or sisters. She stated that she has two younger
brothers and an older sister. She was asked how her family liked TYRONE. She stated that they liked him. She
stated that her sisters only met him once; but, they had FaceTime together and her brothers would play X-Box
with him. She said that they liked him. She advised that some of her family had come up since he had been killed.
Her father did not come and she stated that he is currently in the hospital. She advised there were no issues
between TYRONE and her family.
KEMIA stated that there were no issues with TYRONE and anyone in his unit back in Georgia. She was asked if
she knew anything about what had happened to TYRONE. She stated that she did not. She did say she was home
alone and there were no cars in the driveway. She thought maybe someone was attempting to break in and he
interrupted it; but, she stated she did not know who would do this. She did not know of him having issues with
anyone.
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R/O asked KEMIA if she was involved in this. KEMIA advised that she was not.
KEMIA was asked if it would be okay to look through her phone or download her phone. She advised that it was.
She did sign a consent form and did give the password to the phone. D/Sgt. Cory Peek was doing a forensic
examination of the phone.
This interview was recorded. After the interview was completed, KEMIA was allowed to go to through
TYRONE’S phone to get important information off his phone that she needed.
STATUS
This case is open, pending further investigation.
SUPPLEMENT 14 / EASTON (Supplement 15)

Reporting Officer: EASTON, CATHERINE

01/10/19

The following is a supplemental report submitted by D/Sgt. Easton on 01-10-19.

SEARCH WARRANT
On 01-10-19, R/O obtained a search warrant for Facebook for Facebook pages for TYRONE HASSEL, KEMIA
HASSEL, and BENNY NEWMAN requesting account information. The search warrant was signed on 01-10-19
by Magistrate Tyree and was e-mailed to Facebook.
STATUS
This case remains open, pending return of the search warrant.
SUPPLEMENT 15 / EASTON (Supplement 16)

Reporting Officer: EASTON, CATHERINE

01/18/19

The following is a supplemental report submitted by D/Sgt. Easton on 01-18-19.

SEARCH WARRANTS
On 01-15-19, R/O got the following search warrants that were all signed by Magistrate Tyree:
Search warrant for Sprint for phone
CUELLAR’S.
Search warrant for AT&T Wireless for phone

and

. These phone numbers are JEREMY
. This is the phone number of KEMIA HASSEL.

Search warrant for Sterling Jewelers for a Kay Jeweler credit card in the name of KEMIA HASSEL.
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and the possible e-mail addresses of
@gmail.com, as well as for the phone numbers

All of the above search warrants were signed by Magistrate Tyree.
On 01-16-19, R/O obtained two subpoenas:
Navy Federal Credit Union for debit card in the name of KEMIA HASSEL.
USAA for a credit card in the name of KEMIA HASSEL.
The subpoenas were obtained and signed by APA Steve Pierangeli due to the fact that there are no residents agents
in Michigan for Navy Federal Credit Union or USAA.
R/O faxed the Navy Credit Union subpoena to Navy Federal Credit Union.
R/O sent via certified mail the subpoena to USAA.
The search warrants were all mailed to the companies on 01-15-19.
RETURN OF SEARCH WARRANT FOR SPRINT
On 01-18-19, R/O obtained the requested records from Sprint. A tabulation was filed with the court on 01-18-19.
Those records were turned over to D/Sgt. Cory Peek for analysis.
On 01-16-19, received the requested records from AT&T. A return was filed on 01-16-19. Those records were
turned over to D/Sgt. Cory Peek for analysis.
STATUS
This case remains open, pending further investigation.
SUPPLEMENT 16 / PEEK (Supplement 17)

Reporting Officer: PEEK, CORY

01/22/19

The following is a supplemental report submitted by D/Sgt. Peek on 01-22-19 at 1425 hours.

KEMIA HASSEL’S PHONE
R/O was provided KEMIA HASSEL’S phone on 01-08-19. She originally signed a Consent to Search form, which
was witnessed by R/O and D/Sgt. Cathy Easton. KEMIA signed and dated the form on 01-08-19. She provided the
passcode of
for the phone.
DEVICE #2
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the aggregated contacts. The name that was listed was “PFC Cuellar”.
Other things to be noted on the device were that there were no calls found to 911. We believe that KEMIA deleted
that call from her call log. There were no other calls listed in the call logs to “PFC Cuellar”.
CONTACT WITH AT&T
Detectives had gotten search warrants to AT&T for KEMIA HASSEL’S cell phone. R/O did also plot out the
coordinates for the towers that were used for her cell phone. Upon plotting those out, it was shown that most of the
cell phone coverage was from the area of Napier and I-94 as being the tower that was used most often. R/O did
print out Google Maps of that and that will be available.
R/O also printed out the timeline to compare that to the cell phone records that were provided from AT&T. There
were multiple calls that were on the call data records that were not on her phone, which included many to
, which is listed as “PFC Cuellar’s” phone. These calls were primarily in October and November of
2018.
It should also be noted that on her device Snapchat was not located. It is believed that Snapchat was an application
that she used to communicate with JEREMY CUELLAR. The data was deleted on the device.
R/O did locate a Google search on KEMIA’S phone for “how to delete Snapchat account”. This was shortly after
the first of the year. Again, the account and the application appeared to be deleted from KEMIA’S phone. We are
currently waiting for the search warrants back from Snapchat to find any information from their devices.
All information from the search warrants, to include the AT&T records will be saved to the evidence room. R/O
did print out several copies of the timeline from the devices and will be analyzing that further. R/O hopes to
compare what was on the device and what was in the call data records.
EVIDENCE
At this time, R/O has two pieces of evidence still in my possession, the deceased’s cell phone and KEMIA’S cell
phone. They will be held in the computer forensic lab until further.
STATUS
This case remains open.
SUPPLEMENT 17 / EASTON (Supplement 18)

Reporting Officer: EASTON, CATHERINE

01/28/19

The following is a supplemental report submitted by D/Sgt. Easton on 01-28-19.

AMENDED SEARCH WARRANT
On 01-23-19, R/O amended the search warrants for Sprint and AT&T. The only thing amended was the property
to be searched for and seized which includes subscriber information, historical call detail records, historical text
detail records, IP data records and cell tower insector data, PC MD reports, stored voice mail reproductions, cell
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tower lists, cell towers used during voice data or voice communications, records, explanations and definition pages
for the period of 06-01-18 through 01-01-19.
The search warrants were signed by Magistrate Tyree and were faxed to Sprint and AT&T.
SEARCH WARRANT FOR KAY JEWELERS
On 01-28-19, R/O received a fax from Sterling Jewelers in response to the search warrant submitted to them. A
tabulation was filed on 01-28-19.
Information from Sterling Jewelers indicates on the cover letter that Sterling no longer opens, owns, nor services
its Kay credit card accounts. If further information is needed, a subpoena would need to be sent to Comenity Bank.
R/O did receive an application for a Kay Jewelers credit card filled out by KEMIA HASSEL and some account
information. The application is in the name of KEMIA HASSEL and entered on 02-14-17 with a credit limit of
$400.00. Merchandise to be purchased was a Movado watch. It is unknown when that was purchased or how much
it was purchased for. It does not list a balance on the account.
R/O will be attaching a copy of this search warrant return with this report.
CERTIFIED MAIL – USAA FEDERAL SAVINGS BANK
R/O also received a certified mail receipt back from USAA Federal Savings Bank showing that the subpoena was
received by USAA Federal Savings Bank on 01-22-19 (incorrect year stamp on the return of 2018) by DAVID
JOHNSON. R/O will also be attaching a copy of this receipt to be scanned into this report.
STATUS
This case is open, pending further investigation.
SUPPLEMENT 18 / EASTON (Supplement 19)

Reporting Officer: EASTON, CATHERINE

01/29/19

The following is a supplemental report submitted by D/Sgt. Easton.

SEARCH WARRANT RETURNED FROM AT&T
On 01-29-19, R/O received a response back from AT&T on this search warrant that was served on them on
01-23-19. Subscriber information and historical data and records were received. Tabulation was filed with the
court dated 01-29-19.
R/O will be forwarding a copy of these records to Heather Wyatt with the MSP for analysis.
AMENDED SEARCH WARRANT FOR SPRINT
On 01-29-19, R/O did an amended search warrant for Sprint for JEREMY CUELLAR’S phone number of
for the period of 06-01-18 through 01-11-19. The previous search warrant that was sent to Sprint
had the period for the records being requested with an error. Instead of putting 06-01-18, R/O put a slash instead of
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PHOTOGRAPHS
Photographs were taken by R/O prior to removing the vehicle off of the transport trailer. Photos were again taken
once the vehicle was placed in the building at 2100 E. Empire.
R/O obtained copies of the transport paperwork from Horizon Transport out of Wakarusa, IN which will be
scanned and placed into this incident report.
STATUS
This case is closed at this time.
SUPPLEMENT 21 / EASTON (Supplement 22)

Reporting Officer: EASTON, CATHERINE

02/04/19

The following is a supplemental report submitted by D/Sgt. Easton on 02-04-19.

SPRINT SEARCH WARRANT
On 02-04-19, R/O received the phone records requested in the search warrant from Sprint for JEREMY
CUELLAR’S phone number,
. R/O did forward a copy of the phone records to HEATHER WYATT
from the Michigan State Police. A tabulation was filed with the court on 02-04-19.
STATUS
This case remains open, pending further investigation.
SUPPLEMENT 22 / BIGGART (Supplement 23)

Reporting Officer: BIGGART, RICK

02/14/19

The following is a supplemental report submitted by D/Lt. Biggart on 02-14-19 at 1030 hours.

SEARCH WARRANT OBTAINED
On Tuesday, 02-12-19, at 1142 hours, R/O obtained a search warrant that was reviewed by APA Trevor Maveal,
which was authorized by Magistrate Robert Clark. The search warrant was to seize the internal computer
entertainment system and any other documents located on the computer systems within the suspect’s (JEREMY
CUELLAR) 2018 Chevrolet Impala, 4/D, black in color, VIN
. The vehicle is currently
located at 2100 E. Empire in Benton Harbor, MI. See attached search warrant for further information.
SEARCH WARRANT EXECUTED
The search warrant was executed at 2100 E. Empire on JEREMY CUELLAR’S 2018 Chevrolet Impala, 4/D,
black in color, VIN
. The search warrant was executed on Thursday, 02-14-19, at 1030
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This case is open, pending Google’s return of the information requested in the search warrant.
SUPPLEMENT 24 / BIGGART (Supplement 25)

Reporting Officer: BIGGART, RICK

02/22/19

The following is a supplemental report submitted by D/Lt. Biggart on 02-22-2019 at 1447 hours.

E-MAIL FROM GOOGLE LLC
On 02-22-19 at 1447 hours, R/O received an e-mail from Google LLC advising that they have no responsive
records for the Android device provided in reference to JEREMY CUELLAR’S cell phone regarding the search
warrant of 02-20-19.
STATUS
This case remains open.
SUPPLEMENT 25 / EASTON (Supplement 26)

Reporting Officer: EASTON, CATHERINE

02/22/19

The following is a supplemental report submitted by D/Sgt. Easton on 02-22-19.

SNAP CHAT SEARCH WARRANT
On 02-20-19, R/O did receive the records from Snap, Inc. requested in the search warrant submitted to Snap. The
only records R/O received were for JEREMY CUELLAR’S phone number of
No records were found for KEMIA HASSEL’S phone number
@yahoo.com and
@gmail.com.
There were no records for JEREMY’S new phone of

or her known e-mail addresses of
.

TABULATION
R/O did file a tabulation of the records received with the Court on 02-22-19.
SNAP CHAT ACCOUNT INFORMATION
The Snap Chat account information shows that the account ID is
. The e-mail address is
@yahoo.com created on 06-08-2013. The phone number associated with it is
R/O did receive the chat metadata, which just shows the ID of who was involved in the chat, who the chat is from,
and who the chat is to. It also gives a time stamp for it.
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R/O also received group chat metadata on the Snap.csv which shows an ID, the type of Snap, the sender’s user
name, the date and time sent, recipient’s user name and the date and time the Snap was received and viewed, and
the date and time the Snap was viewed and opened.
Expired is whether or not the Snap has expired. Timer is the duration of the Snap between 1 and 10 seconds.
Snap Chat cannot provide the content of the messages that were snapped.
R/O does not know KEMIA HASSEL’S user ID and was unable to determine what Snapchats are between
JEREMY and KEMIA.
R/O will be providing prosecutor’s with a DVD with the information received from Snap Chat.
SEARCH WARRANTS
R/O will be attaching the copy of all the search warrants to this report. The search warrants include Snap Chat,
Sprint search warrant, AT&T search warrant, and Facebook search warrants. Also attached to this report will be
the subpoenas issued to Navy Federal Credit Union. Copies of the search warrants will be provided to the
Prosecutor’s Office.
EVIDENCE
R/O put copies of DVD’s of the phone records for AT&T and Sprint, also a copy of the DVD of the Facebook
records and of the Snap Chat records were placed into evidence at the BCSD.
STATUS
This portion of the case is closed.
SUPPLEMENT 26 / BIGGART (Supplement 27)

Reporting Officer: BIGGART, RICK

02/27/19

The following is a supplemental report submitted by D/Lt. Biggart on 02-27-19 at 1104 hours.

SEARCH WARRANT – JEREMY CUELLAR – YAHOO ACCOUNT
On 02-27-19 at 1104 hours, R/O obtained a search warrant for JEREMY CUELLAR’S Yahoo account through
Google Legal Investigations.
APA Steve Pierangeli reviewed the search warrant.
Magistrate Kalie Tyree signed the search warrant for JEREMY CUELLAR’S Yahoo account through Google.
The search warrant was e-mailed to Google Legal Investigations on 02-27-19 at 1125 hours, identified as request
#2349760. A copy is attached to and has been scanned into this report.
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STATUS
This case remains open.
SUPPLEMENT 27 / BIGGART (Supplement 28)

Reporting Officer: BIGGART, RICK

03/25/19

The following is a supplemental report submitted by D/Lt. Biggart on 03-25-19 at 1446 hours.

CONTACT WITH GOOGLE LCC – LEGAL INVESTIGATIONS
On 03-25-19 at 1446 hours, R/O received an e-mail from Google LCC – Legal Investigations Support stating that
after a diligent search and reasonable inquiry, they found no records for any Google accountholder identified as
@Yahoo.com. Therefore, they had no documents responsive to R/O’s request.
STATUS
This investigation remains open.
SUPPLEMENT 28 / BIGGART (Supplement 29)

Reporting Officer: BIGGART, RICK

03/26/19

The following is a supplemental report submitted by D/Lt. Biggart on 03-26-19 at 1300 hours.

NARRATIVE
On Tuesday, 03-26-19, at 1300 hours, Ron Kraus and D/Sgt. Chris Prevette of the MSP Cyber Unit came to 2100
E. Empire to retrieve the second infotainment system / GPS from JEREMY CUELLAR’S 2018 Chevrolet Impala.
Ron Kraus of the MSP Cyber Unit advised that on 02-14-19, he recovered one of the infotainment systems, the
2017 Fujitsu and was not aware that there was also a second unit that needed to be seized from this motor vehicle,
as this particular 2018 Chevrolet Impala had two infotainment systems (GPS units).
D/Sgt. Chris Prevette of the MSP Cyber Unit seized the second infotainment system (GPS) from the 2018
Chevrolet Impala, as follows:
RB#2 is a 2015 Bosch infotainment system, model NG252.5HMI, serial #
. This system was
seized by D/Sgt. Chris Prevette and will be taken to the MSP Cyber Unit to be analyzed for information.
RETURNED ITEM
RB#1, the first infotainment system seized, a 2017 Fujitsu, model #1
, was turned back over to R/
O on 03-26-19 at 1300 hours. R/O placed this item back in the 2018 Chevrolet Impala. Ron Kraus advised that this
first unit did not contain any information and that the second unit seized on this date, 03-26-19, was the correct
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infotainment system (GPS) that needed to be seized.
D/Sgt. Chris Prevette of the MSP Cyber Unit advised he would take the infotainment center (GPS) unit seized on
03-26-19, the 2015 Bosch, to be downloaded and analyzed. Once this information is obtained, he will turn it over
to R/O.
PROSECUTOR ADVISED
It should be noted that R/O contacted Prosecutor Mike Sepic and APA Steve Pierangeli a week, or so, ago. R/O
was advised that a second search warrant was not needed to seize the second infotainment system, as the 2018
Chevrolet Impala is still currently in evidence at the BCSD located at 2100 E. Empire.
STATUS
This case is closed, pending the analysis of the 2015 Bosch infotainment system (GPS) seized on 03-26-19.
SUPPLEMENT 29 / SANDERS (Supplement 30)

Reporting Officer: SANDERS, GREGORY

03/28/19

This is a supplemental report submitted by D/Lt. Greg Sanders, ID 255.

SYNOPSIS
At approximately 1136 hours on 12-31-18, R/O was contacted by Sheriff Bailey and requested to assist the SJTPD
with a homicide investigation that occurred at 2086 Colfax, Benton Harbor.
R/O responded and spoke with officers on the scene and received preliminary information that TYRONE
HASSEL, III had been shot in the driveway after dropping off food for his wife.
R/O then drafted a search warrant for the scene, which was later signed by Judge Pasula.
R/O then briefed members of the Berrien County Homicide Task Force before responding to the scene and taking
photographs of the scene by R/O, while other officers collected evidence.
The SJTPD report number is 2018-1130 and the original call came in at 2305 hours, on 12-31-18 to the Berrien
County 9-1-1 Center by the victim’s wife on 9-1-1.
VENUE
This incident took place at 2086 Colfax, described as a two story, single family residence, which is the second
structure south of W. Delaware, located on the west side of the street. The residence was tan, with brown trim, and
included a detached garage, and fenced in back yard.
The victim was located near the driveway on the north side of the residence, beside his black Dodge Ram pickup
truck with GA plates
.
DATE AND TIME
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R/O received a request to assist at approximately 2336 hours, on 12-31-18.
R/O initially arrived on the scene at 0010 hours, on 1-1-19.
The search warrant was signed at 0206 hours, on 1-1-19.
The initial 9-1-1 call rang into the Dispatch Center at 2305 hours, on 12-31-18.
REQUEST FOR ASSISTANCE
At approximately 2336 hours, on 12-31-18, R/O received a call from Sheriff Bailey explaining that SJTPD was
requesting assistance from the Berrien County Homicide Task Force for a homicide scene that occurred at 2086
Colfax, St. Joseph Township.
R/O received information that officers had responded to that scene for a black male that had been shot / killed in
the driveway.
CONTACT PROSECUTOR
R/O then contacted Prosecutor Mike Sepic and provided information that R/O had been given.
ARRIVAL ON SCENE
At approximately 0010 hours, on 1-1-19, R/O arrived on the scene, parking R/O’s vehicle near the corner of
Colfax and W. Delaware and made contact with Officer Peppers, Officer Lanier, and Lt. Randy Leng of SJTPD in
the front yard of the residence at 2086 Colfax.
They shared information that the victim, TYRONE HASSEL, III, had left a New Year’s Eve party in Benton
Harbor to return to his father’s residence where he dropped off food for his wife and their child.
While outside near his pickup truck in the driveway, HASSEL’s wife heard multiple gunshots and looked outside
and saw her husband had been shot and called 9-1-1. R/O learned that officers responded to the address as a
priority call and discovered the victim shot multiple times, and was transported to Lakeland Medical Center where
he was pronounced dead.
R/O learned that the victim’s cell phone was visible on the dashboard of his pickup truck, parked in the driveway,
and there was other evidence at the scene, including spent cases from the gun used in this crime.
R/O also learned information that Deputy Dyer and K-9 and run a track from the scene which went through an
open field towards Gerald, in a northwest direction. The track ended a short distance from the scene.
ASSIGNMENTS
R/O assigned Lt. Biggart and D/Sgt. Sean Soulard to respond to Lakeland Medical Center to speak with the
family, which included the victim’s wife, KEMIA HASSEL, about this incident.
SEARCH WARRANT
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After speaking with the officers at the scene, R/O then drove to the BCSD and drafted a search warrant for access
to the property to continue this investigation.
A search warrant was reviewed by Prosecutor Mike Sepic and R/O then contacted on-call Judge Angela Pasula,
who reviewed and authorized the warrant at 0206 hours, on 1-1-19.
This information was relayed back to the Evidence Techs at the scene, specifically Deputy Ben Eberly and Officer
Mike Lanier. A copy of the search warrant was provided to the Evidence Techs and SJTPD officers.
A copy of the search warrant will be included in this report.
A copy of the tabulation was left at the scene.
BRIEFING WITH ADDITIONAL DETECTIVES
After the search warrant was signed, R/O met with additional detectives from the Berrien County Homicide Task
Force who had been called by R/O to assist in this investigation. The detectives included D/Sgt. Mike DenDooven
from BTPD, D/Sgt. Mike Sites from MSP, D/Tpr. Tyler Roots with MSP, Lt. Rick Biggart with BCSD, Lt. Dave
Zizkovsky with BCSD, Night Shift Patrol Supervisor and Evidence Techs with BCSD, D/Sgt. Sean Soulard with
BCSD, Lt. Randy Leng with SJTPD, Officer Wolff with SJTPD, Officer Jeremy Peppers with SJTPD, and R/O.
Information was shared that the victim, TYRONE HASSEL, III, was home on leave from Ft. Stewart, GA, staying
at his father’s residence on Colfax. His wife, KEMIA HASSEL, was also active duty Army, and married to
TYRONE HASSEL, III, having a child in common approximately 1 year old, also staying with HASSEL’s father.
The HASSEL’s had only been in Michigan on leave for approximately 8 – 10 days.
Investigators learned that they had spent time in South Korea earlier in the year and returned home a few months
prior.
The victim had just dropped off plates of food for his wife and child from a New Year’s Eve gathering of family
members in Benton Harbor, possibly on Lincoln.
The father of the victim had been at the same gathering.
R/O learned that the victim had gone back outside to his pickup truck when his wife had heard multiple gunshots
and saw her husband shot and called 9-1-1 after getting their child to a safe area of the house.
The date of birth and address for the victim were obtained.
Additional information was learned that his stepbrother, named BENNY NEWMAN, currently on bond, was
supposed to be at the Colfax address, however, wasn’t.
RESPOND BACK TO THE SCENE
After briefing the other detectives, R/O responded back to the scene where R/O took photographs of the exterior of
the residence, interior of the residence, the crime scene outside, and of the detached garage area.
These 135 photographs were later transported back to the BCSD where they were entered into the VeriPic system
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under this complaint number and will be available with this report.
CLEAR SCENE
It should be noted that investigators and Evidence Techs finished initially at the scene at 0435 hours.
RESPOND BACK TO BCSD
R/O then responded back to the sheriff department to download photos and prep for the continued investigation.
STATUS
Open.
SUPPLEMENT 30 / SANDERS (Supplement 31)

Reporting Officer: SANDERS, GREGORY

04/01/19

This is a supplemental report submitted by D/Lt. Greg Sanders, ID 255.

BRIEFING
At 0900 hours, on 1-1-19, investigators and officers briefed to discuss this case and make assignments at the
SJTFD #2, located on Colfax Ave.
ASSIGNMENTS
For canvassing the neighborhood and checking for surveillance cameras was Officer Knapp, Officer Eric Wolff,
Officer Derrick Arwood, D/Sgt. Cathy Easton, and D/Sgt. Sean Soulard.
For interviewing family members was Officer Jeremy Peppers and Lt. Rick Biggart.
For interviewing friends was Det. Adam Herbert and D/Sgt. Mike DenDooven.
For phone, D/Sgt. Cory Peek was assigned for that.
TIME OF DEATH
The time of death was 2325 hours, on 12-31-18.
WEATHER
The weather was cloudy, light rain, and 37 degrees.
INFORMATION FROM OFFICER RICK KNAPP
At approximately 1005 hours, on 1-1-19, R/O received information from Officer Knapp who had spoken with
resident WALTER and FERN NOST who live at 2045 Gerald, who explained that a dark sedan, having LED
headlights, had been backed in the house for sale across the street on Gerald from them before the shooting. They
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relayed that they had seen the vehicle around 9:30 or 10:00 and it had sped off prior to returning to the same
position.
They noted that a male got out, approximately 5’9”, medium build, and walked toward the area of the shooting.
They later heard approximately 6 gunshots and when they looked toward the area where the vehicle had been
parked, they noticed it was gone.
They thought the vehicle had been there 3 or 4 times in that many days prior.
FOOTPRINTS
Investigators were aware of a footprint found after the K-9 track was taken of a unique boot print, which
corresponded in line of the information provided by the neighbors above.
ADDITIONAL NEIGHBORS ON GERALD
At 1015 hours, on 1-1-19, investigators learned that a female school teacher residing on Gerald had called into
Dispatch after the fact and explained that they had heard gunshots the previous night (around 2330 hours reported
to Dispatch).
Officer Eric Wolff initially followed up with the school teacher, and later other investigators, but she could not
provide any additional details to assist.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
At 1020 hours, on 1-1-19, R/O learned from Lt. Rick Biggart, who had spoken with the victim’s wife, KEMIA,
that HASSEL had gone to Walmart at approximately 2000 hours the night before to purchase cheaper 9 mm
rounds to fire off at midnight and stripped out the personal defense rounds out of the magazines for his pistol.
Information was also relayed that TYRONE had cheated on KEMIA previously and provided other information
such as TYRONE HASSEL had a Facebook account under his name, and his best friend’s name was FREDO.
Initially, D/Sgt. Sean Soulard was assigned follow up with Asset Protection at Walmart, however, found out they
were not in. Officer Derrick Arwood would later go to Walmart and follow up on this information. For additional,
see his report on this topic. The video and still shot obtained by Officer Arwood indicated that the victim was
buying Federal ammunition, and conversing with two others that were buying blazer ammunition for a rifle. This
time was at approximately 1315 hours on 1-2-19.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION FROM FATHER, TYRONE HASSEL, JR.
At approximately 1050 hours, on 1-1-19, TYRONE HASSEL, JR. turned over the pistol of his son to the
investigators as part of this investigation, which had been at the family gathering where both he and his son had
been.
TYRONE HASSEL, JR. also provided investigators information that his stepson, BENNY NEWMAN, may have
been driving a dark pickup recently.
He also explained that an ALLEN COLLINS replied on Facebook, “Bang bang, that will teach you to take my
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AUTOPSY
The autopsy was scheduled on 1-2-19 with Officer Mike Lanier attending, who was also one of the officers that
had initially responded to the shooting.
R/O learned that TYRONE HASSEL was struck four times, with two shots in the head, one in the neck, and one in
the right shoulder.
This seemed to be a highly emotionally charged crime.
9-1-1 CALL
R/O contacted TAMI SMITH, Keeper of Records for the Berrien County 9-1-1 Service, and requested a copy of
the 9-1-1 call. Investigators received that, which was reviewed.
On 1-2-19, R/O picked up a copy of the 9-1-1 call and transported it over to the SJTPD where it was turned over to
Lt. Randy Leng and entered into evidence.
DETAIL CALL FOR SERVICE REPORT
A copy of the Detail Call for Service Report will also be included in this report.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION FROM TYRONE HASSEL, JR.
The father of the victim was able to identify two individuals that were speaking with his son at Walmart.
FOLLOW UP WITH DARIUS CARTER
Investigators were able to run down DARIUS CARTER and confirmed that he was with his girlfriend in
Kalamazoo the night of this incident.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION FROM CANVAS
The residents at
, FRANK and TRUDY, also expressed having seen a dark colored sedan parked at the
house for sale at approximately 2130 hours and stated they later thought it was fireworks they heard between
10:00 and 11:00 PM, followed by sirens. For additional information, see Officer Rick Knapp’s report.
ADDITIONAL PHOTOS
R/O assigned D/Sgt. Cathy Easton to take additional photos around the area where the K-9 had tracked to the
house on Gerald where the dark sedan was located.
STATUS
Open.
SUPPLEMENT 31 / SANDERS (Supplement 32)

Reporting Officer: SANDERS, GREGORY

04/01/19

This is a supplemental report submitted by D/Lt. Greg Sanders, ID 255.
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INFORMATION / SHOOTING IN BENTON HARBOR EARLY MORNING HOURS OF 1-1-19
At approximately 0500 hours, on 1-1-19, there was a shooting on Apple St. with the victim being JAMES
ANTHONY PARKER-HERSEY, which was handled by BHDPS and MSP Major Crimes Unit. The lead detective
in this case was Trooper Investigator Tyler Roots. For further, see their reports on the incident.
It was later determined that this was not related to the HASSEL homicide.
VICSHONDA NEWBERN
At 1641 hours, on 1-2-19, R/O followed up with VICSHONDA NEWBERN after receiving information that she
may have had contact with the victim, TYRONE HASSEL, III, since he had returned back from leave.
R/O contacted her by cell phone, and she explained that she was only friends with TYRONE HASSEL, and heard
what had happened to him. She added that she has had nothing to do with him in years and had not seen him
recently and she was currently living in East Lansing. She declined to meet with the investigators about this
investigation.
FOLLOW UPS
Officer Rick Knapp checked local rental car companies regarding the dark sedan reportedly seen near the shooting
scene the night of the incident. For further, see his report.
R/O completed a conditional bond release for BENNY NEWMAN for not being home at the time, which was
forwarded to court.
Investigators followed up with the names of the females that TYRONE HASSEL, III may have been in contact
with since returning to the area.
Officer Jeremy Peppers followed up with Enterprise Rental, which had cameras near the intersection of Colfax and
Napier. See his report for additional.
KEMIA HASSEL consented to a forensic download of her phone, which was completed by D/Sgt. Cory Peek.
CONTACT WITH US ARMY SPECIAL AGENT BRIAN RUSSELL
Due to the fact that the victim was active duty US Army, R/O had been in contact with Special Agent Brian
Russell from the 280th MP Detachment (CID) out of Ft. Knox, KY and briefed him on the information that the
investigators knew at that time.
It was relayed that the Army would be paying death benefits to the victim’s wife, over $150,000.00.
BRIEFING
At 1615 hours, on 1-7-19, investigators briefed at the SJTFD #2.
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and is very upset after hearing what had occurred.
The female caller also confirmed that the relationship between the boyfriend and HASSEL’s wife began in Korea,
but wasn’t sure if the threats or words between TYRONE and the boyfriend occurred in Korea or after they had
gotten back.
R/O asked if she could find out the name of the boyfriend / killer for the investigators. She explained that she
would try.
R/O thanked her for contacting the police. R/O also requested any information on the phone number that the
boyfriend had previously used. R/O explained that R/O would be contacting her back, or requested that she contact
the police back, which she said she would.
This conversation was recorded and lasted approximately 7 minutes and 10 seconds and will be included with this
report.
A short time later, the female caller called the SJTPD back and spoke with R/O for an update. She explained that
she had contacted her son and learned that the person that had told her son this information had come forward to
the authorities. She continued by explaining that both the boyfriend and the wife were in a transportation unit and
that was all she could get for R/O.
R/O asked her to go through the details again, which she did. She explained that the police need to be looking at
HASSEL’s wife, and knew that the funeral was the following day. She also explained how she was very unhappy
and stated to R/O that she hoped the phone call to the police helped. R/O explained that it did and thanked her for
her time.
She also explained that HASSEL, the victim, was also stationed at Ft Stewart, GA and added that the information
has now been going around. She explained that the husband and wife were in different units, however, stationed at
the same base (Ft. Stewart). She then clarified that the boyfriend and the wife were in the same unit, there.
She then explained that another girl that knew this information, which had been shared by the killer, was in the
same unit as the wife, too.
She explained that she would be going through pictures and if she thought any were related to this investigation,
she would send them to R/O. R/O provided her R/O’s cell phone number. She explained that she wanted to help in
any way and told R/O she could contact R/O at this number.
R/O noted the time the second call ended as 1917 hours, on 1-11-19. This call was also recorded and will be
available with this report.
CONTACT KEMIA HASSEL
Lt. Biggart contacted the victim’s father, TYRONE HASSEL, JR., and requested that he transport KEMIA
HASSEL to the BCSD for follow up interview and examination of her phone.
TYRONE dropped her off at the BCSD, where she was interviewed by Officer Mike Lanier and Lt. Rick Biggart
in the interview room of the Detective Bureau. This was recorded.
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It should be noted that KEMIA HASSEL turned her cell phone over to R/O, and provided R/O the password,
which was provided to D/Sgt. Cory Peek for a forensic examination.
KEMIA also confirmed the password on the phone to allow investigators to do this.
The interview was recorded a will be available with this report.
During the interview, KEMIA HASSEL agreed to take a polygraph test.
CONTACT LT. ANDY LONGUSKI
At approximately 2100 hours, on 1-11-19, R/O contacted the head of the MSP Polygraph Unit, Lt. Andy Longuski
and requested a polygraph for KEMIA HASSEL. Lt. Longuski agreed and requested that officers transport
KEMIA to his office located at the Crime Lab in Lansing.
R/O then provided him some background on the case, as well as a copy of the 9-1-1 call.
At approximately 2200 hours, R/O let Lt. Longuski know that SJTPD Officers Jeremy Peppers and Mike Lanier
would be transporting KEMIA to the Crime Lab in Lansing.
KEMIA HASSEL confessed to planning the murder of her husband and explained that her boyfriend, JEREMY
CUELLAR, had shot and killed her husband after driving over from Chicago.
COORDINATION OF INVESTIGATION
Lt. Randy Leng with the SJTPD, coordinated with Special Agent Zachary Roberts, from Ft. Stewart CID Office,
for the apprehension of JEREMY CUELLAR. JEREMY CUELLAR was later arrested and transported to Liberty
County, GA jail and a booking photo was later provided to investigators in Michigan, which will be included in
this report.
For additional information, see his report.
ARREST OF KEMIA HASSEL
KEMIA HASSEL was then transported back to the BCSD where she was eventually lodged for Murder in 1st
Degree and Conspiracy.
SUSPECT #2
Suspect #2 is this case is JEREMY JORDAN CUELLAR, B/M, DOB
.

, address of

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
Investigators received information that CUELLAR had recently purchased a 2018 Chevy Impala, black in color,
4D sedan, which matched the description of having specific LED lights as noted by the neighbors on Gerald St. in
this investigation. The GA plate for CUELLAR’s car was
.
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Investigators confirmed that CUELLAR’s vehicle had been picked up on I-94, a short time before the homicide.
Additional information will be provided in this report.
NOTIFICATION TO FAMILY
Officer Rick Pulliam, SJTPD, Lt. Rick Biggart and R/O from BCSD, drove to the victim’s father’s residence at
0415 hours on 1-12-19 and informed them of the information that had come forward in this investigation,
specifically that KEMIA HASSEL was involved in the murder of their son.
R/O learned from the family that she had already received $100,000.00 after her husband’s death. They also
explained that this was placed in her United Federal Credit Union account.
They also explained this may cause some friction between the families. They explained that KEMIA’s family was
currently staying at the Hilton Garden Inn in Benton Harbor under the name of Mia Chattix and added their
grandson was with her family there.
Investigators relayed their deepest condolences. The family thanked the investigators and expressed how upset
they were that KEMIA continued to stay with them after the incident.
CPS NOTIFICATION
R/O contacted Central Dispatch at 0448 hours, on 1-12-19, and provided the information about what had occurred
to them. Central Dispatch provided R/O with report number 46204012 for this investigation.
FOLLOW UP / CHICAGO
Investigators learned that JEREMY CUELLAR was on leave at the time of this incident, corresponding with the
admission made by KEMIA HASSEL.
Investigators learned that CUELLAR’s mother, MICHELE BARRY, resides at
Chicago, IL.

City of

At 0900 hours, on Sunday, 1-13-19, Officer Jeremy Peppers and R/O drove to Chicago to follow up with
CUELLAR’s mother in an attempt to obtain additional information on this investigation and possibly locate the
murder weapon.
Investigators began by driving by the residence. R/O took several photos of it which will be included in this report.
R/O then went to District 14 Headquarters and briefed members of the Chicago Police Department on this
investigation.
Several officers assisted with this investigation, including Officer Ernesto Amparan, badge #4614, as well as
Officer Michael Pelrine, badge #13337.
INTERVIEW WITH MICHELE BARRY
At 1156 hours, on 1-13-19, investigators and officers drove to
and made contact with the
residents there, who allowed the investigators into the house to speak with them about JEREMY CUELLAR.
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change her ways. BARRY indicated that the problem in that relationship was that his wife nags him too much, as
opposed to having an issue with drugs or alcohol.
R/O asked if she knew if JEREMY owned a handgun. BARRY’s response was not that she knows of. R/O
explained that JEREMY was telling us (the police) that he has a Ruger handgun that he left in Chicago. R/O asked
if JEREMY has a room there. BARRY responded that he stayed in the basement while he was there. R/O asked if
she knows if he had left a 9 mm handgun there before returning. BARRY responded that she doesn’t know
anything about the Army or the procedures for possessing a handgun and indicated that she would go downstairs
and look for it. She also indicated that she did not want the police searching for it themselves or not in her
presence.
R/O explained that R/O had a safety concern with just letting her search for it. She indicated that she used to go
shooting with her father, and indicated that she is familiar with guns.
BARRY indicated that her son had never indicated that he owns a gun.
BARRY described the downstairs as being an apartment, where he stayed.
Officer Peppers indicated that the gun is evidence that the investigators need to document where it was located.
BARRY explained that she was getting nervous with the questions being asked and indicated that she doesn’t see
her son killing somebody and made reference to the police and not allowing the police unless they have a warrant.
She explained that if the gun is there, it’s there, and she wouldn’t lie to the police if it was there.
Eventually she allowed Chicago Police Officer Will to go with her to search the apartment and requested that the
other officers step outside while that was being done.
Sgt. William Bedcour (sp) from Chicago PD then filled out a consent form which she signed at 11:17 CST. This
was approximately 20 minutes into the interview.
This took approximately 15 minutes and no gun was found in the downstairs apartment where JEREMY had been
staying while on leave.
Investigators then returned to the kitchen table and continued to speak with MICHELE BARRY about the incident
that her son was involved in.
R/O asked MICHELE if she recalled what time JEREMY showed up on New Year’s Eve. MICHELE wasn’t sure
what time he got there, but stated he left right before midnight.
R/O then provided her some details about what KEMIA had confessed to, specifically that she was in a
relationship with JEREMY and that she and JEREMY had killed her husband. R/O also provided MICHELE
details that JEREMY had confessed doing it to others in Ft. Stewart, and explained that he had left the gun in
Chicago. That was why the police were there.
Investigators explained that JEREMY has been arrested and has asked for an attorney. Investigators do not know
his side of the story.
MICHELE remarked that this was crazy, and likened it to one of those shows.
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R/O explained that the investigators’ job was to find the truth and that was the reason they were there.
R/O provided a business card and explained that they could contact R/O if they locate a gun.
R/O also questioned MICHELE if she thought JEREMY would have dropped the gun off somewhere else, like at
his wife’s residence, or at Jay’s residence. MICHELE indicated that she didn’t know where those two live. Officer
Peppers questioned her about another name that had come up, a person named Hector Rodriguez, approximately
24 years old. MICHELE confirmed that he had a friend named Hector, who was not married, but had a daughter
and wanted to know if he supposedly went with JEREMY. The investigators weren’t sure.
MICHELE indicated that JEREMY’s wife’s name is AZMIN but explained that she doesn’t know anything else
because they had eloped. MICHELE indicated that this was something that happened so JEREMY could get
benefits, but then indicated that this happened when they were really young and they did, in fact, love each other.
MICHELE remarked they just argue too much.
Investigators asked if she had any questions. She indicated that she was just kind of overwhelmed.
Officer Peppers asked if she knew Jay’s last name. She stated she did not, and indicated that he had met Jay
through Jay’s girlfriend or wife that had previously worked with JEREMY at FedEx. That was all she knew, other
than they may live on Archer, or Ogden, which may be south.
MICHELE confirmed that JEREMY’s wife lives in the area, but isn’t sure where. MICHELE spelled her first
name for the investigators, which was A-Z-M-I-N. MICHELE thought AZMIN was two years younger than
JEREMY (possibly
years old).
R/O thanked her for the help in searching for the gun for the investigators. R/O explained that the investigators
were just trying to do the best they could for the families involved.
MICHELE confirmed that JEREMY had recently bought the black Impala, since getting back from South Korea.
MICHELE also confirmed that he had driven that car back from Georgia and had it while he was on leave there.
R/O explained that they had the vehicle on video around the time of the incident.
EUGENE MURDOCK thought he was off that day, but couldn’t remember if JEREMY was there. He did recall
JEREMY leaving shortly before midnight on New Year’s.
He also confirmed their last names, DOB’s, and provided R/O with contact cell phone numbers.
R/O asked MICHELE if she knew if JEREMY used Navy Federal Credit Union for his banking. She thought he
possibly did.
The interview lasted for approximately 51 minutes and was recorded. A copy will be available with this report.
FOLLOW UP
Officer Peppers and R/O and the officers from Chicago Police Department, District 14, checked the records of the
associates brought up in this interview, specifically Hector Rodriguez, AZMIN, and the friend named Jay. There
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CONTACT WITH MSP COMPUTER CRIMES UNIT
On 05-17-19 at 0800 hours, R/O received an e-mail from D/Sgt. Chris Prevette of the MSP Computer Crimes Unit
with download information from the suspect’s vehicle (JEREMY CUELLAR). R/O made several copies and
turned the information over to APA Steve Pierangeli and the St. Joseph Township PD. A copy was also placed
into Veri Pic.
STATUS
This case is closed.

SUPPLEMENT 34 / BIGGART (Supplement 35)

Reporting Officer: BIGGART, RICK

05/20/19

The following is a supplemental report submitted by D/Lt. Biggart on 05-20-19 at 1200 hours.

INFOTAINMENT CENTER #2
On 05-20-19, at approximately 1200 hours, R/O picked up the Infotainment Center #2 from the MSP Cyber
Crimes Unit in Grand Rapids, MI. R/O transported the infotainment center back to 2100 E. Empire where it was
placed back into the suspect vehicle.
STATUS
This case is closed.
SUPPLEMENT 35 / PEEK (Supplement 36)

Reporting Officer: PEEK, CORY

06/06/19

This is a supplemental report submitted by D/Sgt. Cory Peek, ID 625.

CONTACT WITH LT. GREG SANDERS
R/O was contacted by Lt. Greg Sanders in regards to his contact with St. Joseph Township and receiving a cell
phone that was located at the scene of JEREMY CUELLAR’s arrest. Lt. Sanders did turn the device over to R/O
which was packaged in evidence packaging from St. Joseph Township. Upon taking it out of the package, R/O did
find a secondary packaging from the arresting authority.
Upon taking the device out of the packaging, R/O was going to prepare it for possibly writing a search warrant for
this device. Upon seeing that it was an Apple iPhone and that it had been powered down, R/O knew that no
forensic value would be taken by R/O. R/O did turn the device on to see if it had service or what the content
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looked like. Upon turning the device on, it did show to have no SIM card. R/O did later verify that there was no
SIM card in this device.
The screen saver on the device was of an African-American male in an Army dress uniform with the name Harris
on his lapel. It is believed that this is possibly not CUELLAR’s cell phone, but again it is passcode locked and R/O
would not be able to unlock the device anyway.
CONTACT WITH SGT. EASTON
R/O did have contact with Sgt. Cathy Easton. She informed R/O that JEREMY CUELLAR did have property in
his possession, which included a cell phone. This property was in male receiving in the property room. R/O did go
to the property room and recovered an Apple iPhone from his property.
Again, R/O took it out of the package and inspected it. Again, the device was powered down. R/O powered the
device up and discovered it also to have a passcode lock.
At that time, R/O did not know the passcode for either of these devices and both devices were locked. No further
examinations were done on these devices.
EVIDENCE
R/O had some evidence that will be put into evidence at 919 Port St. This includes GS-1, which is the red Apple
iPhone located at JEREMY CUELLAR’s arrest. Also CP-1, which is an Apple iPhone owned by the deceased,
TYRONE HASSEL. CP-2 is an Apple iPhone owned by KEMIA HASSEL. CP-3 is an Apple iPhone, which was
in the property of JEREMY CUELLAR.
All four of these pieces of evidence were placed into evidence at 919 Port St.
STATUS
Closed, TOT Prosecutor’s office.
SUPPLEMENT 36 / BIGGART (Supplement 37)

Reporting Officer: BIGGART, RICK

07/01/19

The following is a supplemental report submitted by D/Lt. Biggart on 07-01-19 at 1152 hours.

INFORMATION
On Monday, 07-01-19, The BCSD DB was contacted by APA Trevor Maveal, who advised that he received a
letter from an inmate DARIUS SALLIE in reference to the Hassel homicide. He requested the BCSD DB to
interview DARIUS SALLIE to see if he had any valuable information in reference to the homicide.
INTERVEIW WITH DARIUS DESHAWN SALLIE
On Monday, 07-01-19, at 1152 hours, R/O and D/Sgt. Soulard interviewed DARIUS DESHAWN SALLIE at the
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BCSD DB. It should be noted that DARIUS SALLIE is currently an inmate at the BC Jail. He advised that he was
doing a probation violation stint with an out date of 08-12-19.
DARIUS SALLIE advised that he had information in reference to an inmate housed in the same Dorm 1B. Before
any questions, R/O advised DARIUS SALLIE of his Miranda rights on 07-01-19 at 1152 hours. SALLIE advised
that he understood his rights and wanted to talk to investigators in reference important information regarding this
homicide investigation.
DARIUS SALLIE advised that he knows the victim’s family (The Hassel Family) and feels he needs to come
forward with this information. SALLIE advised that he met the suspect, JEREMY CUELLAR, in mid-January
2019. DARIUS SALLIE advised that he was doing time at the BC Jail and was in Dorm 1B when he met
JEREMY CUELLAR. SALLIE advised that when he first met JEREMY CUELLAR in mid-January, there were
not any discussions in reference to JEREMY CUELLAR being a suspect in the TYRONE HASSEL homicide.
DARIUS SALLIE advised that he came back to jail on a probation violation on 06-03-19 and again, was housed in
the Dorm 1B. JEREMY CUELLAR was still in the BC Jail in the same dorm. DARIUS SALLIE advised that he
became somewhat friendly with JEREMY and stated that JEREMY CUELLAR told him that he was in love with
the girl (KEMIA HASSEL) and that he wanted to be the father of TYRONE and KEMIA HASSEL’S child, a/k/a
“CHUNK”. CUELLAR stated that he wanted to be a part of “CHUNK’S” life. “CHUNK” is the approximately the
2 year old child that TYRONE and KEMIA HASSEL had together.
According to DARIUS SALLIE, he advised that JEREMY CUELLAR admitted killing TYRONE HASSEL and
talked to him about it. According to DARIUS SALLIE, he advised that JEREMY CUELLAR “didn’t feel guilty
about it at all, as he wanted to be a part of “Chunk’s” life and be with KEMIA HASSEL”.
DARIUS SALLIE advised that JEREMY CUELLAR advised that at the time of the homicide, CUELLAR told
SALLIE that he came around from the corner of the house shooting TYRONE HASSEL. He then walked up to
HASSEL, as he was lying by his vehicle. CUELLAR stated that HASSEL was still breathing; but, CUELLAR ran
off to get out of there.
According to DARIUS SALLIE, JEREMY CUELLAR stated that the killing was being pushed by HASSEL’S
wife, KEMIA, whom he had fallen in love with. CUELLAR stated that he wanted to spend his life together with
KEMIA HASSEL and her 2 year old child, “CHUNK”. CUELLAR stated that he wanted to part of “CHUNK’S”
life, as he grew up without a father. CUELLAR stated that he wanted to take care of KEMIA HASSEL and her
child, “CHUNK”.
DARIUS SALLIE also advised that JEREMY CUELLAR had been sending “kites” (letters) to KEMIA HASSEL
in jail through jail trusties. He stated at one time JEREMY CUELLAR had what he described as a hard cover law
book, a couple inches thick. He wrote a letter inside the book to KEMIA. JEREMY CUELLAR then gave the
book to Dep. Abigail Pifer, according to DARIUS SALLIE. Dep. Pifer then delivered this hard cover law book to
KEMIA HASSEL.
DARIUS SALLIE also advised that JEREMY CUELLAR was talking to a female by the name of “AVIONA”; but
she goes by “MO MO”. R/O asked DARIUS SALLIE how JEREMY CUELLAR was in contact with this female.
He advised that JEREMY CUELLAR would talk to “MO MO” through the vent system in 1B. “MO MO” was
lodged in Dorm 2B, which is directly above Dorm 1B.
DARIUS SALLIE advised that JEREMY CUELLAR talked to “MO MO” and wanted to kill the witnesses in this
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homicide investigation. According to SALLIE, JEREMY CUELLAR talked about some kind of video that was put
on Facebook by one of the witnesses who testified in court against JEREMY and that JEREMY wanted him killed.
DARIUS SALLIE mentioned the name, possibly “BISHOP” or “JJ”, who were the suspects who were to carry out
the plan to take out the witnesses in this investigation.
DARIUS SALLIE advised that JEREMY CUELLAR contacted “MO MO” and talked to her through the vent
system. He gave phone numbers to “MO MO”, as once she got out of jail on today’s date, 07-01-19, she was
supposed to contact these phone numbers and give the individual’s information. According to DARIUS SALLIE,
he advised that the subject “AVIONA”, who goes by “MO MO” up in 2C, was supposed to be released today and
contact these people by phone for JEREMY CUELLAR. DARIUS SALLIE believed JEREMY CUELLAR was
trying to kill the witnesses in this investigation.
DARIUS SALLIE advised that he had other important information that JEREMY CUELLAR told him.
CUELLAR told SALLIE that KEMIA HASSEL has a dreamcatcher tattoo on her body with JEREMY’S name on
it. SALLIE just wanted to pass this information on to R/O.
DARIUS SALLIE advised that he is just coming forward, as he knows the HASSEL Family. He stated that his
mother and TYRONE HASSEL’S stepmother work together at Lakeland Hospital. SALLIE just wanted to come
forward and pass on the information that he believes the witnesses in this investigation may be harmed under the
direction of JEREMY CUELLAR. SALLIE advised that JEREMY CUELLAR told him that if he could get rid of
the witnesses, his chances would be good of getting off on the murder charges.
DARIUS SALLIE also advised that while in jail with JEREMY CUELLAR in early June 2019, he heard
JEREMY CUELLAR contact his Platoon Sergeant, whom he described as a female, approximately 40 years old.
They had a 3-way conversation with KEMIA over the phone. DARIUS SALLIE advised he was not sure how this
happened. He did hear JEREMY CUELLAR talking to his Platoon Sergeant (female in her 40’s) and KEMIA
HASSEL. SALLIE stated that they all three had a conversation.
R/O thanked DARIUS SALLIE for this information. R/O advised SALLIE that if he had any further information
to contact R/O, immediately.
INTERVIEW WITH AVIONA MONEE PERRY
On Monday, 07-01-19, at approximately 1420 hours, R/O and D/Sgt. Soulard interviewed AVIONA PERRY at
the BCSD DB. It should be noted that AVIONA PERRY was in custody and doing time at the BC Jail. PERRY
advised that she had just gone to court and was to be placed on tether today or tomorrow.
Prior to any questions, R/O advised AVIONA PERRY (a/k/a MO MO) of her Miranda rights. At that time, she
stated she understood her rights and stated she would fully cooperate with R/O.
AVIONA PERRY advised that, in fact, she goes by the street name of “MO MO”. She stated she is currently
lodged in the women’s Dorm 2C, Room 3, which she described was in the upstairs dormitory. She advised that she
has been in the BC Jail from 04-19-19 thru today, 07-01-19.
R/O asked AVIONA PERRY if she had any contact with a subject named JEREMY through the vent system at the
BC Jail with a subject that was housed beneath Dorm 2C. At that time, she stated that she had no contact with
anybody. She stated that APRIL LEWIS, whom she described as a black female, 23 years of age, had been out for
two or three weeks and she had been talking through the vent system with a subject named “BLOW”. LEWIS had
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been talking to “BLOW” through the vent system, which she described as a drain by the door near the hallway
shower area in Dorm 2C.
R/O asked PERRY if she knew who “BLOW” was. At that time, she stated she had no idea. She stated she
believed that “BLOW” was from Benton Harbor; but, she had never met him. PERRY advised that “BLOW” did
know her deceased brother, TYKARRI LUCAS, and believed that “BLOW” was from the Benton Harbor area.
She advised that she overheard APRIL LEWIS talking to “BLOW”. She stated that he gets out of jail on 08-12-19
(this is the date of JEREMY CUELLAR’S homicide trial).
R/O asked AVIONA PERRY if she received any notes or any instructions to contact people, once she gets out of
jail for “BLOW” or anybody in Dorm 1B. At that time, she stated she had never received any notes, she had no
phone numbers, and she has no idea who “JEREMY” is. PERRY stated that she was not instructed, at all, to
contact anybody once she gets out of jail.
R/O explained to AVIONA PERRY that we had some information that she was instructed to call several phone
numbers, once she gets out of jail, from JEREMY. At that time, she stated she had no idea who JEREMY was.
She stated that she only talked to “BLOW” a couple of times through the vent system at the BC Jail.
R/O advised AVIONA PERRY that deputies would need to search her dorm room. At that time, she stated that she
had no problem with it. She advised she had no notes, at all, in reference to contacting people once she gets out of
jail today or tomorrow.
At that time, Dep. Andrea Leneway took AVIONA PERRY back to her jail cell, 2C03. At 1500 hours, Dep.
Leneway came back up to the DB and advised that she had located several notes from the room of AVIONA
PERRY with phone numbers. She showed R/O the notes with the phone numbers, whom she was instructed to call
by “QUAY” (JEREMY CUELLAR). PERRY was instructed to call certain phone numbers and was instructed
only to talk no longer than two minutes on the phone with the people at these certain phone numbers. (See the
attached letters that were placed into evidence).
SECOND INTERVIEW WITH AVIONA PERRY
On 07-01-19 at 1524 hours, R/O and D/Sgt. Soulard interviewed AVIONA PERRY, again, at the BCSD DB. It
should be noted that prior to any questions, R/O again advised AVIONA PERRY of her Miranda rights. At that
time, she stated that she had already said she would talk to officers. R/O, again, advised her of her Miranda rights.
At that time, she stated, again, that she would talk to R/O.
R/O explained to AVIONA PERRY that Dep. Leneway had found several notes from a subject by the name of
“QUAY”. At that time, PERRY then admitted that, in fact, she did speak to a subject by the name of “QUAY”.
She advised she had no idea who “QUAY” was and didn’t know the name of JEREMY CUELLAR. R/O advised
AVIONA PERRY that JEREMY CUELLAR goes by the name of “QUAY”. At that time, she stated she had no
idea of this; but, in fact “QUAY” had instructed her to make some phone calls for him. PERRY advised that this
conversation was held at the BC Jail, as she was in Dorm 2C. She stated that she did, in fact, speak to “QUAY”
and a subject named “BLOW” through the vent system at the BC Jail. She advised that the conversation with
“QUAY” she believes took placed about the end of May, as we reviewed the notes. She advised that, in fact, the
notes are handwritten by her. She stated that she got this information from “QUAY” to contact these numbers and
give these subjects information in reference to getting off of his charges.
AVIONA PERRY advised that she first talked to “QUAY” through what she calls was the drain system or vent
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years of age, from Benton Harbor. She states that she doesn’t know “QUAY’S” real name; but, describes him as in
his 20’s. She has never met him and has only spoken through the vent system with “QUAY” for approximately
two times.
R/O advised AVIONA PERRY that she may be a witness in this investigation for court purposes. At that time, she
stated she would just tell the truth. She had no idea that “QUAY” wanted her to contact people that were witnesses
in this homicide investigation.
CONTACT WITH APA STEVE PIERANGELI
After the interview, R/O met with APA Steve Pierangeli and gave him a photocopy of the notes. At that time, he
advised that he would need AVIONA PERRY for court; immediately, during JEREMY CUELLAR’S homicide
trial that starts on August 12, 2019 and that she would need to be served a witness subpoena on today’s date.
APA Pierangeli gave R/O a subpoena for AVIONA PERRY. R/O, immediately, went back to the BC Jail and
served AVIONA PERRY with the subpoena. R/O instructed her that she needed to be in court on August 12,
2019. PERRY advised she understood and would show up for court.
R/O then advised AVIONA PERRY if she had any other valuable information for this investigation to contact R/
O, immediately.
EVIDENCE
Seized were handwritten notes and phone numbers from AVIONA PERRY’S jail cell 2C03 by Dep. Andrea
Leneway. These notes were marked and placed into evidence at the BCSD DB.
STATUS
This case is closed.
SUPPLEMENT 37 / BIGGART (Supplement 38)

Reporting Officer: BIGGART, RICK

07/08/19

The following is a supplemental report submitted by D/Lt. Biggart on 07-08-2019.

CONTACT WITH BERRIEN COUNTY JAIL LT. ERIC HYUN
On 07-02-19, at approximately 9:00 AM, R/O contacted the Berrien County Jail Lt. Eric Hyun and asked if he
could look into the allegations of Dep. Abigail Pifer obtaining some type of law book from homicide suspect
JEREMY CUELLAR, while he was lodged in the Berrien County Jail. R/O asked Lt. Hyun if there was any way
to retrieve this “law book” inside the Berrien County Jail.
On 07-02-19, at approximately 1300 hours, Lt. Eric Hyun contacted R/O and advised that, in fact, he did speak
with Dep. Abigail Pifer. She did advise she remembered several weeks ago going up to the jail cell where
JEREMY CUELLAR was stationed. CUELLAR gave her a book. According to Dep. Pifer, she never gave this
“law book” to KEMIA HASSEL.
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Lt. Eric Hyun advised that Dep. Pifer stated that once she received this “law book” she put it in 2nd Floor Control,
immediately. In fact, Lt. Hyun said that they had found the book and turned it over to the BCSD DB.
The book is titled, “The Innocent Man” by John Grisham. At one time, it was on the New York Times Best Sellers
list. It is about the story of murder and injustice in a small town, according to the cover.
R/O then looked through this book. Inside, on approximately the first page, written in blue ink is “PG 99-122”.
Turning the page, written is “PG 99-122”. Turning the page, again is written, “PG 99-122. Turning the page, again
written is “PG 99-122”. Turning the page, again, written in blue ink is “PG 99122 Baby”.
R/O reviewed the pages 99 through 122 of this novel. It talks about the story of a police interrogation and a
polygraph in reference to the novel.
R/O will attempt to make contact with DARIUS SALLIE to see if this is the book that he was talking about that
JEREMY CUELLAR was writing in to give to the co-defendant in the homicide trial, KEMIA HASSEL.
CONTACT WITH DARIUS SALLIE
On 07-08-19, at 1205 hours, R/O talked to DARIUS SALLIE and showed him the book / novel titled, “The
Innocent Man”. SALLIE advised that book looked like the same book that JEREMY CUELLAR gave to Dep.
Pifer and asked that it be turned over to KEMIA HASSEL.
DARIUS SALLIE advised he had no idea what JEREMY CUELLAR wrote inside the book to give to KEMIA
HASSEL.
R/O then served DARIUS SALLIE with a subpoena for the JEREMY CUELLAR trial beginning August 12 –
August 16, 2019. R/O explained to DARIUS that he needed to be in court on August 12, 2019 as a witness in this
trial. He advised that he understood. He stated that he would be living with his mom on Pipestone. He gave a
phone number where he could be reached at his mother’s house of
.
EVIDENCE
R/O did seize the book titled, “The Innocent Man”. It will be placed into evidence at the BCSD DB located at 919
Port St., St. Joseph, MI.
It should be noted that R/O also photographed the inside pages of this novel. They were downloaded into Veri Pic.
STATUS
This case is closed.
SUPPLEMENT 38 / SANDERS (Supplement 39)

Reporting Officer: SANDERS, GREGORY

07/22/19

This is a supplemental report submitted by D/Lt. Greg Sanders, ID 255.

CRIME LAB
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R/O was requested to take several items to the MSP Crime Lab, in Grand Rapids, for this investigation, which
included the following items:
ML-22Tan Rocky boots found by the Liberty County Sheriff’s Department that belonged to JEREMY CUELLAR.
14Shoe / boot cast made by the evidence tech.
GS-100Photographs of the boot impression found near the crime scene.
R/O obtained these items from the Berrien County Prosecutor’s office, APA Trevor Maveal, at 1120 hours on
7-19-19.
R/O then transported these items to the Grand Rapids Crime Lab for further analysis / comparison for association.
They were dropped off there at 1330 hours, on 7-19-19 by R/O.
R/O completed a copy of the MSP Request for Lab Examination form, FSD-007, using the Crime Lab number
already assigned to the case, which GR 19-10150.
A property sheet showing the chain of custody will be included in this report.
The results will be indicated, when available.
STATUS
Closed.
SUPPLEMENT 39 / SANDERS (Supplement 40)

Reporting Officer: SANDERS, GREGORY

08/24/19

This is a supplemental report submitted by D/Lt. Greg Sanders, ID 255.

GUILTY PLEA – JEREMY CUELLAR
On 7-29-19, CUELLAR pled guilty to 2nd Degree Murder, with the understanding that the other charges would be
dropped and there would be a 65 year sentence attached. CUELLAR also hoped that the United States
Government would not charge him for this crime in Federal Court, something the Prosecutor’s office could not
promise.
CUELLAR also explained that he had changed his plea from no contest to guilty, in hopes of speaking with the
family of TYRONE HASSEL, III, to apologize.
Sentencing was scheduled for September 23, 2019, at 1330 hours.
FOLLOW UP
The attorneys for both sides then set up a time and date for JEREMY CUELLAR to speak with TYRONE
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HASSEL, III’s father, which was at 1900 hours, on 8-19-19.
This was done over the video visitation system whereas JEREMY CUELLAR spoke from his jail dorm to the
father of TYRONE HASSEL, III, who was in the jail lobby.
CONFESSION FROM JEREMY CUELLAR
At 1906 hours, on 8-19-19, JEREMY CUELLAR addressed TYRONE HASSEL, JR. through the video visitation
system, which was recorded. This was visit #89046.
TYRONE confirms he is the father of TYRONE HASSEL, III.
CUELLAR starts by explaining, honesty he is very sorry for what he has done and he knows that’s not enough.
CUELLAR explains that he would like to tell HASSEL his side, adding that HASSEL deserves that. CUELLAR
states that by being honest, which is sad, but something he deserves.
CUELLAR begins by explaining that he was going through things with his wife and they were planning a divorce.
That’s when he met KEMIA, pointing out they were in the same platoon and added the two started messing
around. According to CUELLAR, she expressed that she was not happy. This led to CUELLAR and KEMIA
liking each other heavily.
CUELLAR explained that at approximately the fourth month, while in Korea, they were updating their life
insurance when KEMIA indicated that she was the beneficiary on her husband’s life insurance. CUELLAR
explained how KEMIA explained how much she could do with $400,000.00, like pay off the house. CUELLAR
indicated that KEMIA said it again and responded that she’s talking like she wants him to die. KEMIA’s response
was to look at CUELLAR and ask what’s up, which CUELLAR understood her to mean that was something she
wanted to happen. Instead of responding, “Bitch, you’re crazy”, CUELLAR opened up to her and seemed to be
driven by a want for a family, which is something he never had.
CUELLAR indicated that he was in love with KEMIA. When he questioned KEMIA about her idea, she implied
that was something she wanted to happen.
CUELLAR then indicated that this was something that took him 6 times to do (at least).
CUELLAR indicated that to be honest, the first time was when TY was coming from the club by the gas station
and CUELLAR indicated that he was waiting at his home and felt anxious. CUELLAR indicated that he walked
off and then ran back, but at that time TY was in the house. KEMIA then messaged him and explained that he was
inside and wouldn’t be going back out. CUELLAR’s response was he’ll have to do it another time.
CUELLAR explained that KEMIA didn’t want CUELLAR to spend time with his family, just do this (referring to
killing her husband), and get out.
CUELLAR explained that he’s just trying to be honest with HASSEL’s father, and he’s sorry as fuck, which he
means.
TYRONE HASSEL, JR. explained that’s what he was looking for, and indicated that he doesn’t have anything
else, not even his son. TYRONE HASSEL, JR. explained that if he’s got something to say, that’s why he’s there,
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to listen.
CUELLAR continued that approximately two days later, CUELLAR was waiting by the trash cans located near
the patio and indicated that he had choked many times.
CUELLAR described how his mind was twisted, and this was something he thought he needed to do to have a
family with her. He thought this was a unique opportunity, but in the end it was petty as fuck.
CUELLAR continued that there was another time when TY was out there with his brother, and thought they were
in a gray Honda Civic and described how TY’s brother was smoking and he was right there (referring to
CUELLAR) nearby. CUELLAR recalled KEMIA letting him know that TY’s brother was with him, and KEMIA
told CUELLAR to get (kill) them both. CUELLAR responded that he told her she’s tripping, and said no, he
wanted TY alone. In thinking back on it, should have…..then CUELLAR commented that he was blinded. He
explained that he thought that was love.
CUELLAR explained that he was truly sorry, and knows that ain’t shit.
CUELLAR explained that it was messed up, and explained that he and TY were in the same battle, in the same
Army, and explained that was just fucked up. CUELLAR explained he thought he loved her, and she used it.
CUELLAR described how he was all over the place, and thought KEMIA was his light. CUELLAR described how
he should have been more like a man, and told her she’s tripping but described how he was weak towards her.
TYRONE HASSEL, JR. asked if he had spoken with KEMIA after the incident. TYRONE HASSEL, JR. wanted
to know if KEMIA had watched this go down. CUELLAR remarked that KEMIA didn’t say anything about that,
and added she wasn’t in the window.
TYRONE HASSEL, JR. asked about her role in this, and commented how she had mentioned she had run out and
had been by his side when he died. CUELLAR remarked she had help plan it. TYRONE HASSEL, JR. stated he
understood that, and wanted to know if she had talked to CUELLAR about witnessing it. CUELLAR explained
that he was gone as soon as it happened and KEMIA never said anything to him afterwards about witnessing it.
CUELLAR did comment how KEMIA said she was sad about it, and he wanted to know why she wanted him to
do it then. She then commented how she was cool, and he remarked how he was there for her and that’s what she
wanted.
CUELLAR described KEMIA as being normal after that, especially when her sister and her mother came down.
She began sending him pictures, and he remarked how she was happy and remarked what the fuck (like he was
surprised).
CUELLAR described KEMIA as knowing what she was doing, and referred to her as a good actor. He explained
that he was too stupid to see it, honestly.
TYRONE HASSEL, JR. questioned him about his decision from changing his plea to guilty from no contest.
CUELLAR indicated that he wanted to apologize, and explained how he’s been on 22 hour lockdown since
February and all he has been doing is thinking about this. CUELLAR continued by explaining that he’s the reason
that Chunk is deprived of his father and his mother, and explained that he couldn’t take this shit. CUELLAR
explained that he is just hoping to do his time, and get out. He didn’t know if that was possible, though.
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CUELLAR explained that he doesn’t know law and just turned to God, picking up the Bible for the first time in
January. CUELLAR explained that when he saw her get fried, CUELLAR just wanted a chance and thought this
was his only chance.
TYRONE HASSEL, JR. commented that he appreciates CUELLAR talking, and being honest, and commented
that he’s going to meet a lot of his friends in prison. CUELLAR asked how he should take that. HASSELL said he
was just letting him know.
HASSEL continued by explaining that KEMIA has showed no remorse, and commented that at least CUELLAR
did. HASSEL also commented that he hasn’t seen his grandson since the incident, and commented how HASSEL
feels like he doesn’t even know who that family is anymore (KEMIA’s family has been caring for HASSEL’s
grandson since the incident).
CUELLAR interrupted HASSEL and described how he and KEMIA’s relationship was deep and she would make
negative comments about TY and his family, which was a reason that fueled CUELLAR. CUELLAR described
how he really didn’t want to do it, but was just blind and would tell him bad things about her husband. CUELLAR
commented that looking back on it, KEMIA was ungrateful and the things TY did weren’t even really that bad.
TYRONE HASSEL, JR. commented that his son might not have shown any affection and added how he had
discussed with his son not just to marry because the Army pays you more, marry someone because you care about
them. TYRONE HASSEL, JR. was convinced his son loved that woman, and described KEMIA as being a master
manipulator. He added that things are all messed up and he wished it could have gone a different way.
TYRONE HASSEL, JR. explained that honestly, he thought CUELLAR seemed like a good guy and with a
comment that he recently said about depriving Chunk of his mother and father, he seems like a good guy. At that
point, CUELLAR started to cry and went out of view of the camera. CUELLAR returned to view and explained
that he was listening. TYRONE HASSEL, JR. added that sadly, this has come at his expense also and described
how he has been hurting since the incident as well as been angry for a long time. TYRONE HASSEL, JR.
explained that he didn’t write anything down, he just wanted to hear what CUELLAR had to say, and he wanted to
know what it was.
At this point it was approximately 6 minutes and 30 seconds into the interview.
CUELLAR remarked that they have an hour, and he might as well tell him all of the details about it. TYRONE
HASSEL, JR. explained that he was alright with that.
CUELLAR explained that initially, KEMIA was helping him by giving him rides to and from work. At that time,
CUELLAR explained that he didn’t look at KEMIA like that and this was before they had gone to Korea.
CUELLAR recalled KEMIA had a Honda at that time, and also explained how CUELLAR had been messing
around with another girl and KEMIA had got him a plan B.
On one occasion, KEMIA’s car was on “E” and CUELLAR volunteered to pay for the gas for giving him a ride.
At the gas station, CUELLAR explained that not only did he pump her gas, he offered to buy her something to eat.
He recalled KEMIA responding that her husband doesn’t even do that. KEMIA ultimately declined he food.
A few days later, he described how he had a dream about her, and was awakened by a call from KEMIA.
CUELLAR then told KEMIA about the dream and that’s when it led to KEMIA providing CUELLAR her Snap
Chat address and began sending him pictures. This led to the two getting closer.
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CUELLAR recalled being with KEMIA, on their way to pick up the plan “B”, when her husband had called and
KEMIA came across very annoyed. CUELLAR responded that he tried not to listen in and when she got off the
phone, glared at CUELLAR which gave him the impression she was interested in him.
CUELLAR explained that after those two events, he ran with it (wanting to pursue a relationship with her).
CUELLAR commented that he knows it’s petty as hell, but wanted a relationship with her despite the fact that he
was still married. CUELLAR described his marriage as being already rocky, at that point. After a big argument
with his wife, CUELLAR remarked that he was just looking for a fresh start and pushed him closer to KEMIA. A
couple days later, CUELLAR explained that they were in a computer lab when she sent him a Snap Chat
explaining that she was wet (turned on). CUELLAR explained how he felt like he had butterflies, adding that he
now knows that’s the Holy Spirit telling him that that’s an adulterous woman, since he had learned the scriptures.
CUELLAR explained that he didn’t know it at the time.
After that, CUELLAR explained he liked her more and began to open up with her, and wasn’t seeing how much of
an adulterous woman she was. He was looking at it like this was his fresh start. This led to him to begin buy her
things, and remarked he had bought her a lot of things while they were overseas.
CUELLAR commented that initially, KEMIA talked like she was going to do the divorce thing, but approximately
four months into their trip is when they had their conversation about the life insurance beneficiary. Instead of him
rebuking her, he didn’t see it and went along with it.
CUELLAR explained that there were six situations and he kept choking.
CUELLAR stated, “And that final time, this is what happened”. CUELLAR explained how KEMIA instructed
him that they’ve got to do this, because she was leaving on the 3rd, or something like that. CUELLAR agreed
reluctantly and drove to the area but missed meeting up with SGT. HASSEL. CUELLAR explained he was like,
fuck it (giving up). KEMIA initially explained that they would do it in Georgia, but recalls telling KEMIA he
wanted to do it now. CUELLAR stated he just wanted to get it over with.
CUELLAR continued by explaining that after KEMIA had told him TYRONE left and wasn’t coming back, he
asked to see her. He wanted to have sex with her. KEMIA’s response was that’s not what they were there for and
explained that they were going to do all that in Georgia. KEMIA also made reference to her son being with her,
which CUELLAR commented that he understood and thought that would be cold to do in front of her son.
CUELLAR continued that this upset him. CUELLAR explained that he left.
After that, he received a call from KEMIA explaining that her husband was coming back. CUELLAR explained
that he was upset that she was asking him to do this, telling him (CUELLAR) that she didn’t want to see him and
that’s when he came back and it happened. CUELLAR explained that he was mad and explained that was the
reason for so many shots.
CUELLAR stepped out of view of the camera and when he returned remarked that he was giving TYRONE
HASSEL, JR. a shorter version. CUELLAR described how twisted up he was.
At the end of the day, CUELLAR explained there is no excuse for what he did and he is sorry. He explained he is
very sorry and added that he’s better than that.
CUELLAR explained that in between those days, she had sent CUELLAR a picture of her and her son. He recalls
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how much he wanted both of them, and how KEMIA responded that they were waiting on him. CUELLAR
commented that KEMIA knew what she was doing. In contrast, CUELLAR stated that he didn’t know what he
was doing and let her use him. KEMIA was using all of his desires in wanting a good family and should have
known that wasn’t the only way. He described it as being stupid.
TYRONE HASSEL, JR. asked if they were thinking they were going to live happily ever after, after all that?
CUELLAR seemed to shake his head no. TYRONE HASSEL, JR. pointed out that in the end they both knew what
had gone on and wonders if that would have increased the trust or made them not trust each other. CUELLAR
responded he was thinking about that, but thought he was different and thought he was special and then
commented, she might do that stuff, before pausing, and explained how she was complaining even though he was
buying her lots of things.
CUELLAR commented that it was just devilish and the whole thing was stupid.
This was 27 minutes into the interview at that point.
CUELLAR implied that he was thinking of taking the whole rap to save KEMIA, so she could raise her son.
TYRONE HASSEL, JR. commented that CUELLAR couldn’t watch the trial, but in one of her videos, KEMIA
remarked that CUELLAR doesn’t care about her and got her involved, which showed HASSEL that KEMIA
didn’t care about him. This made CUELLAR laugh and questioned HASSEL about what he had just explained and
then he laughed. CUELLAR asked again for him to confirm what she had said and acted shocked and stated,
“Wow”.
CUELLAR responded by explaining that on his phone, he had pictures of her and her son. CUELLAR commented
that although he had a twisted way of showing it, he did care about her son. CUELLAR commented that he was
calling her son his and added how KEMIA wanted CUELLAR to kill her husband. CUELLAR explained how he
wanted KEMIA. CUELLAR added that KEMIA wanted that money.
TYRONE HASSEL, JR. described how KEMIA had failed a polygraph, but they couldn’t bring that up in court.
Afterwards, during the interview, HASSEL, JR. explained that KEMIA had mentioned that, among other things,
including that they planned it. He also commented about the phone calls she had with her mother, which included
details of them planning it and how they had been messing around together and remarked to the police how
unhappy she was.
CUELLAR explained not one time did she mention that she did not want to go through with it. CUELLAR knew
this was something she wanted, and it was even in her statement to the police.
TYRONE HASSEL, JR. explained that at the end of the day, KEMIA explained that she was just as guilty as
CUELLAR. CUELLAR’s response was, “Right”. CUELLAR added that he didn’t want HASSEL, JR. to think he
didn’t care about KEMIA or her son, and remarked how much he had done for them. HASSEL, JR. continued by
explaining he’s just letting CUELLAR know what she had said and appreciated him speaking with HASSEL, JR.
CUELLAR thanked him back.
HASSEL, JR. continued by explaining he doesn’t know if it made him feel better, but remarked he did want to
know what CUELLAR had to say. HASSEL, JR. added that he believes he is a strong person and it’s a good thing
CUELLAR found God in jail. CUELLAR responded it shouldn’t have taken him doing something like this to find
God.
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HASSEL, JR. remarked that it will be a rough road for CUELLAR, and commented that he had been there.
HASSEL, JR. commented that he always said he wouldn’t wish it on his worst enemy and then commented how
CUELLAR is probably his worst enemy right now and HASSEL, JR. is talking to him.
HASSEL, JR. explained that he guesses he would see CUELLAR at sentencing, and see what else CUELLAR has
to say. HASSEL, JR. asked if that was all he has to say.
There was a pause, then CUELLAR explained that he is sorry and remarked how HASSEL, JR. has him thinking
about KEMIA making the statement that CUELLAR didn’t care about her or her son. HASSEL, JR. clarified that
he didn’t mean KEMIA never cared about him, it was just a comment she made after they had been caught up and
about CUELLAR not just taking the rap for her.
There was a pause, and CUELLAR remarked that KEMIA was the one that talked, pointing out that he didn’t say
shit. HASSEL, JR. responded, “Exactly”, and described KEMIA as dealing with somebody with a twisted mind.
CUELLAR responded that KEMIA twisted his mind too.
The two talked about the Bible with CUELLAR stating that the Bible explains that an adulterous woman is a trap,
by looking around and agreeing with that. CUELLAR described himself as being a fool and explained that it
wasn’t about the money for him, he just wanted her. CUELLAR explained that KEMIA knew this. HASSEL, JR.
commented that he (CUELLAR) had a powerful love for that woman. CUELLAR commented that he wanted
KEMIA, and the five kids she promised him, and described it as being a self-righteous, selfish thing that he
wanted to prove to his father, that he could be a good father for his children. CUELLAR explained that his father
wasn’t there and had left when he was in the 6th grade. CUELLAR commented that he wanted to prove to his dad
that it was easy to do, and then commented how CUELLAR went about doing it all wrong.
CUELLAR described how he opened up with KEMIA, which is something he didn’t even do with his wife and
described it as being different with her (KEMIA). CUELLAR described it as being evil. CUELLAR commented
that he even cared about her son and described how just before Christmas break there was an incident where her
son had fallen twice and CUELLAR had run over and picked him up to comfort him. CUELLAR described how
her son held out his hand and CUELLAR kissed it and noted how good it felt when her son put his head on his
chest when he was comforting him.
CUELLAR commented how he cared for KEMIA’s son, and was going to care for all of their children and how
twisted the whole thing was.
CUELLAR described it a couple times as being “devilish as fuck”.
CUELLAR then commented that now that he’s looking back on it, TATANYA BUTLER (another soldier in his
battle that he was messing around with), tried to stop it. At that time, CUELLAR thought she was just jealous.
CUELLAR commented that BUTLER picked up how he was acting different towards KEMIA. He described how
he had opened up and BUTLER was trying to stop it, but thought that BUTLER was being jealous.
HASSEL, JR. asked if anyone else knew about this.
HASSEL, JR. specifically asked if Sgt. Nalls knew. CUELLAR responded no, he promises him.
CUELLAR then remarked that HAMILTON knew, and explained that’s the reason he stepped up, because
CUELLAR was twisted about KEMIA and CUELLAR had told HAMILTON. HAMILTON’s response was that
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CUELLAR must really love her. CUELLAR referred to KEMIA as his baby and confessed his love. CUELLAR
remarked how many things he was buying KEMIA and noted how he had told HAMILTON about their
conversation and recalled asking HAMILTON if he thought she would follow through. HAMILTON remarked
how it would be messed up if she didn’t follow through. CUELLAR commented that at that point, he thought
things were a go and thought it made sense. CUELLAR again described it as being all twisted.
Eventually, CUELLAR explained that HAMILTON testified against him and despite the fact that he was for it.
CUELLAR specifically said that HAMILTON didn’t rebuke the situation, which is something that he didn’t
understand. CUELLAR commented that he had talked to HAMILTON about this and thought HAMILTON agreed
that it was the right thing to do.
CUELLAR remarked that he should have talked to his family about it, and then commented twice that he just
doesn’t know. He added that he wasn’t thinking at all.
CUELLAR again apologized, and stated for real. CUELLAR explained that he had no regards because of his want
for KEMIA, and explained that even those times when he was choking, CUELLAR explained that was God trying
to intervene. CUELLAR explained that KEMIA was making it sound like the thing to do.
CUELLAR explained that the first time he had choked, TYRONE had come running out of the house and
CUELLAR was right by the trash cans and CUELLAR commented that he could have done it right there.
CUELLAR added that he just couldn’t. CUELLAR explained how he was only 8 feet away and commented to
HASSEL, JR. that he was just being honest. CUELLAR continued by explaining when he got back to his car,
KEMIA had sent a message LMFAO, what happened, because she heard TYRONE take off. CUELLAR
responded that TYRONE had run to the truck, and recalls KEMIA’s response was, you got legs. He responded
true, which made him think hard. CUELLAR described how he was more concerned about KEMIA and added
how selfish that was and he was concerned about what KEMIA wanted, and commented that nobody knows what
they want, and most of the wants aren’t good for them.
TYRONE HASSEL, JR. remarked that it’s strange how CUELLAR’s thoughts worked and how it was strange that
he allowed her to manipulate him like that. TYRONE HASSEL, JR. commented that CUELLAR is not a dumb
person. CUELLAR agreed. TYRONE HASSEL, JR. commented how CUELLAR’s statement that most people
want things that aren’t good for them is very true. CUELLAR responded that he wasn’t thinking about all this at
the time. CUELLAR continued by explaining that whole time KEMIA kept saying we’ve got to do this, his
response was “I got you” back to her.
HASSEL, JR. remarked how powerful love is, and commented how CUELLAR never even thought it through
about what could happen and thought this was something he needed to do to be with her. CUELLAR responded
yeah, it’s sad, it’s fucking sad.
CUELLAR explained that at that time, he was already lost and didn’t know what to do.
CUELLAR described an incident where he was pushing KEMIA’s son around in a stroller at the mall and
described how that’s the life he wanted. He confirmed that he didn’t have any other kids. He described how he had
an unhealthy relationship with his wife and they had aborted a pregnancy and commented that if things were
different maybe this wouldn’t have happened.
CUELLAR stated that when he opened up to KEMIA, she turned CUELLAR against her husband and remarked
how her husband wasn’t being there for their son. He described how looking back at the things she was explaining,
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they were petty but it seemed to fuel his want for KEMIA and negative toward her husband.
HASSEL, JR. described his son as being a good person, doing positive things like school and going to the gym,
shooting hoops and playing pool, and all that. CUELLAR responded that he had only had two conversations with
TYRONE, one being before they had gone to Korea, and they had talked about growing up near each other. The
second time they were playing basketball in Korea (on opposite teams) and TYRONE had remarked how well
CUELLAR had done. CUELLAR then paused.
CUELLAR remarked that he is hoping that he is at least important in Heaven and described it as fucking up big
time and hoped he can redeem himself in any way. CUELLAR commented that he could tell by the way HASSEL,
JR. was looking at him, HASSEL, JR. wants him to burn in hell and commented how CUELLAR understood that.
CUELLAR commented that he hoped HASSEL, JR. could forgive him and knows it would take forever, or he
may not. CUELLAR hoped he could, and added that CUELLAR was twisted in mind of wanting a family and that
was it. CUELLAR stated that he knew better than that, but commented that he was in love with her. CUELLAR
explained that KEMIA knew what she was doing and used her son, too.
CUELLAR commented that this is not something that he did alone, and described that as being crazy (talk).
CUELLAR thanked TYRONE HASSEL, JR. for coming, and remarked that even after explaining his side,
CUELLAR stated it’s still fucked up.
HASSEL, JR. suggested that for his own sake, he stay in the Bible and explained that that’s the only thing that will
help him. TYRONE HASSEL, JR. commented that although he had a twisted mind at one point, and killed his
son, HASSEL, JR. thinks he seems like a good person. HASSEL, JR. commented that he hates this situation
happened, and the only thing he can do is visit his son in the grave now, and commented that he did want to hear
what CUELLAR had to say and explained that he will see him at sentencing, and commented that it will be
September 23rd, which was confirmed by CUELLAR. HASSEL, JR. then stood up and commented that he
appreciates the talk and hopes CUELLAR feels better. CUELLAR responded by stating, “Thank you, sir”.
CUELLAR added that he hoped he could forgive him and knows it’s fucked up and asked HASSEL, JR. to visit
him, and forgive him.
HASSEL, JR’s response was he’s going to have to do what CUELLAR is doing, and talk to God about that. He
explained that he was going to keep an open mind.
The visit ended after approximately 56 minutes.
A copy of the video will be included in this report.
STATUS
Closed.
SUPPLEMENT 40 / PEEK (Supplement 41)

Reporting Officer: PEEK, CORY

09/17/19

This is a supplemental report submitted by D/Sgt. Cory Peek, ID 625.
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CONTACT WITH D/SGT. THAD CHARTRAND
R/O was contacted by Det. Thad Chartrand in regards to this complaint. He advised that we had a couple of
evidence property forms but the property was not in storage at 919 Port St. He asked R/O if R/O had this evidence
or if R/O knew where it was at. R/O advised Det. Chartrand that this evidence was used in court and R/O believed
it was at the Prosecutor’s office storage area.
CONTACT WITH APA STEVE PIERANGELI
R/O did contact APA Steve Pierangeli in regards to this evidence. He advised that all evidence was turned over to
SJTPD. R/O did ask in regards to the cell phones and he stated yes, the cell phones had been turned over to Sgt.
Mike Lanier of SJTPD.
CONTACT WITH SGT. MIKE LANIER
R/O did contact Sgt. Lanier in regards to this evidence and he did confirm that the evidence, specifically CP-1 and
CP-2, were turned over to him at court by the Prosecutor’s office. These items were now being stored at their
evidence room for the duration of the sentence of the two defendants. At this time the cell phones were either
turned back over to SJTPD or placed back into long term storage.
STATUS
Closed.
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Criminal Investigation Division
Liberty CountY Sheriff Office

CRN:19011275
Suspect: JeremY Cuellar

Investigative Summary

January 201912000 Hrs. at approximately I was called out to assist in an
Robin Hood Drive Hinesville, Ga 31313. My
execution of an arrest warrant at

on

11

current position at the time was a hostage negotiator. My role that night consisted of
me gathering Intel to relay to the hostage negotiation team. Upon arrival to the
residence a black chevrolet Impala bearing Georgia tag

that was

registered to Jeremy Cuellar was observed in the driveway of the residence.
Mr. Cuellar was called out of the residence by Detective chris Reed. Mr. cuellar
came out of the residence without further incident. Once

Mr. Cuellar was detained

a

Tow truck was called to tow the vehicle to Liberty County Sheriff s Office and
secured on the premises of Liberty County Sheriffs Office gated lot.
On 14 January 2019 at 1330 hours Lieutenant Reed and I went to execute a search
warrant on a black 2018 Chevrolet Impala bearing Georgia tag CJU5018 with a
Vehicle Identification number of

which is registered to

Jeremy Cuellar. Overall photographs were taken of the vehicle. During the search
the following items where located inside the vehicle: (1) 9mm Luger NFCR bullet
which was located under the driver's seat. There was (2) Luger F.C. 9mm seven
round magazine which was located under the passenger seat. There was (3) 9mm

Luger bullets which was located from the back pocket of the driver seat. There was
a trlack hoodie which was located in the rear passenger seat floor troard. There were
(3) receipts {Sak Fifth Ave, Walmart,Illinois Tollway}. The Sak Fifth receipt dated
for 27 December 2018 at 2011 hours with a location of 5220 Fashion Outlets Way

Suite 295 Rosemont,IL. 60018. The Walmart receipt was dated for 28 December
2018 at 2133 hours which is located 4650 W North Ave Chicago,IL. 60639. The

Illinois tollway was dated for 27 December 2018 at2200 hotrs located atTotthyl 29.
There was a manila folder containing court documents. The bullets, hoodie,
magazines, hoodie, and receipts were collected as evidence. There was a red
substance located on the driver's side door. A wet and dry buccal swab of the
substance was conducted and collected.

On 15 January 2019 at approximately 1020 hours contact was made with Mr.

Cuellar's roommate in regards to gaining access to

Robin Hood Drive

Hinesville, GA 31313 to conducting a search of the residence. Upon entering the
premise overall pictures were taken of the outside of the residence. I then proceeded

through the front door of the residence and continued to take overall pictures of the
inside of the residence. As I walked into the residence there was not a lot of

furniture in the residence. The living room was bare of furniture and had car
cleaning supplies on the floor. As you walk into the dining room there was a pair of

white Nike Vapor Max shoes on the floor next to the door entering the kitchen.
Photographs of the white Nike shoes were taken.

Upon entering into the kitchen there did not appear to be anything of significance to
be obtained. The kitchen has two other entrances. There is a door to the right that
leads the laundry room which connects to the garage. In the laundry room there

were several towels hanging up on the shelf. There was a black tee shirt hanging on
the entrance door of the laundry room. There were several stains located on the

shirt. Once in the laundry room there is another entrance that leads to the garage.
Inside the garage there are a sofa, mattress, and a black book bag hanging up on the

wall to the left as soon

as you

walk through the door to the garage coming from the

laundry room. To the right of the book bag there is a storage room that encloses the
water heater and other miscellaneous items. There was also a dirt bike and ATV
inside.

The entrance way to the left leads to the family room. In the family room there was

brown sectional, a television, a folding table, and a crate. The family room opens up
to a hall way with more rooms. The hallway contains fwo bedrooms and a utility
closet on the right, a linen closet at the end of the hallway, and the master bedroom,
guest bathroom, and hallway closet was located on the left side of the hallway. The

roommate, Sgt. Rashad Montgomery advised that the last bedroom on the right
belonged to SPC Jeremy Cuellar.

While inside Mr. Cuellar's bedroom there was several items that were located that
were deemed to be pertinent to the case. Located inside Mr. Cuellar's bedroom was
a Glock 23 Gen 4 .40 caliher pistol serial number: YYG027 in the closet on the shelf

underneath assorted clothing that was black and grey. When the pistol was removed
a

fully loaded magazine and one bullet was in front of the pistol. The pistol,

magazine and bullet were removed from the closet to be cleared and photographed.

Upon removing the articles of clothing where the pistol, magazine, and bullet there
was a red IPhone located on the same shelf closer to the wall.

The case for the Pistol was located on the left side of the bed lying up against the

wall. Inside the gun

case was

tlo

magazines. Located on a wooden folding table

there was a red and orange bag. There was letters addressed to Mr. Cuellar along

with other health and beauty products, locks, a bottle of Remy Martin, a privacy
screen protector case for an IPhone Xs, and a Logitech box for a PS4 PC. Inside the
red box there was a red box along with a receipt inside. The receipt was a 64GB
space gray IPhone Xs that was purchased at 7404W N Ave Elmwood Parko

Illinois

on 1 January 2019 at 1335 hours. A Sprint document was also located with the
customer being listed as Michele with the same store address from the receipt. A

paper copy of Mr. Cuellar's Georgia driver's license was also located on the black
storage containers, which was located a little past the folding table. Next to the black
storage containers there were a pair of tan boots. I photographed the bottom of the
boots. Inside Mr. Cuellar's room there was a white grocery bag that contained two

Ruger SR 9mm 17 round magazines which was located near the Glock 23 case.
Photographs of the contents inside the bag were taken.

On24 January 2019 | was advised by Lieutenant Reed that he received a telephone
call regarding the vehicle being transported to Michigan and wanted to know if

I

could secure the evidence. At approximately 1630 hours Lieutenant Reed and I went
to the Liberty County Sheriff s Office impound lot where contact was the driver of
the transporting vehicle. The vehicle was loaded on the tractor trailer. Once loaded

I placed

evidence tape on various areas of the vehicle such as the hood, trunk, and

the A frame on both sides of the vehicle. The vehicle then departed the area en route

to Michigan.

Crime Scene Technician (Detective)

Liberty County Sheriffs Office

Extraction
Report
Apple iPhone UFED Logical (Generic)

Participants
Kémia's iPhone*

***

***

Conversation - Instant Messages (9)
+1

Kémia's iPhone

10/27/2018 22:22(UTC+0)

Hey Brittany!! It’s Kémia (Unds.Ke On IG) I Was Wondering What’s The Latest Orders Can Be Picked Up Today?
+

10/27/2018 22:44(UTC+0)

Hi! Sorry my phone died. I’m packing up now. I’ll be leaving in a few minutes. I’ll let you know when I’m fairly close to my
house. What time were you thinking?
+

Kémia's iPhone

10/27/2018 22:45(UTC+0)

Uhhhhhh I’m Out To Eat Right Now So I Don’t Have A Set Time Fr. It’s Really No Rush I Was Just Wondering Your Latest
+

10/27/2018 22:45(UTC+0)

Probably like 8:30
+

Kémia's iPhone

10/27/2018 23:17(UTC+0)

Okay! What Time Will You Start Tomorrow I Know I Wont Make That 8:30 We Just Got Seated
10/27/2018 23:17(UTC+0)

Anytime until 11am. Lol
Kémia's iPhone

10/27/2018 23:18(UTC+0)

Okay Bet, See You Tomorrow Girl! I’ll Probably Pick Up Around 9:30-10am
10/27/2018 23:18(UTC+0)

Ok boo I’ll be up.
Kémia's iPhone

10/27/2018 23:19(UTC+0)

Loved “Ok boo I’ll be up. ”
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